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The purpose of the study was to depict how rapidly internationalizing Born Global firms, 
which at the beginning of their life cycles are operating with scarce resources, are able to 
organize and manage their international sales organization to be both effective and efficient 
while targeting global markets. In short, the goal is to uncover how Born Global firms 
manage to optimize the ratio between revenue (effectiveness) and costs (efficiency) in order 
to secure the vital cash flow from the international markets they operate in. Born Global firms 
have a reputation of succeeding in rapid internationalization to several foreign markets at their 
inception and this phenomenon has been widely researched. However, the international sales 
management perspectives in Born Global firms have not yet been extensively covered. 
The empirical material was obtained from the interviews of three Finnish Born Global firms 
by using intensive case study research as the primary method. In addition, more information 
was obtained from supplementary material such as financial statements and articles.  
The results provide rich narratives to the organization and management of an international 
sales organization from the Born Global perspective.  In order to depict the factors that affect 
the organization and management of the international sales organization in Born Global firms 
a new model, called the ONE-model, was created. The model divides the findings into three 
components: organization, networks and externalization. The organization component 
highlights the need for organizational values such as flexibility and rapid and reactive 
decision making that help sales organizations adapt and response to challenges in fiercely 
competitive foreign markets. The importance of vast, strategic networks facilitates the 
creation of an international sales organization and the knowledge and experience these 
networks of partners possess improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the international 
sales organization. Networks help firms overcome culturally-related challenges and the 
liabilities of foreignness, smallness and newness faced by Born Global firms. The last 
component of the model, externalization, suggests that resource-scarce international sales 
organizations should externalize their sales functions to local agents acquired through firms‟ 
networks and form joint partnerships in order to exploit the market knowledge of the partners 
and thus improve the efficiency of the sales organization. 
The model provides a perspective to organizing and managing an international sales 
organization from Born Global perspective and it carries practical implications. Future 
research should be directed towards researching the latter phases of the international sales 
organization evolution to decide whether this model can be applied to more established and 
larger firms. 
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Tutkimuksen tarkoituksena on kuvata, kuinka nuoret, nopeasti kansainvälistyvät Born Global 
–yritykset pystyvät elinkaarensa alussa organisoimaan ja johtamaan tehokkaasti ja 
efektiivisesti kansainvälistä myyntiorganisaatiota vähillä resursseilla. Näille yrityksille on 
elintärkeää tulojen ja kustannusten optimointi, jotta toiminnan turvaavaa kassavirtaa 
ulkomaisilta markkinoilta pystytään pitämään yllä. Born Global –yritysten ulkomaisilla 
markkinoilla on tutkittu useasta näkökulmasta ja ilmiö on herättänyt maailmanlaajuista 
huomiota. Kuitenkin tällaisen kansainvälisen myyntiorganisaation ja myynninjohtamisen 
näkökulmaa ei ole vielä laajemmin tutkittu.  
Empiirinen aineisto on kerätty kolmen, suomalaisen Born Global –yrityksen haastatteluista 
käyttämällä tapaustutkimuksen metodeja ensisijaisena tutkimusmenetelmänä. Tämän lisäksi 
on analysoitu laajalti myös lisämateriaalia kuten tilinpäätöksiä, artikkeleita ja uutisia.  
Tulokset esitetään tapausyrityksistä tehtyjen narratiivien kautta. Näiden pohjalta on luotu uusi 
ONE-malli, jonka tarkoituksena on kuvata merkittävimmät tekijät, jotka vaikuttavat Born 
Global –yritysten kansainvälisen myyntiorganisaation organisointiin ja johtamiseen. Malli 
jakaa löydökset kolmeen eri komponenttiin: organisaatioon (organization), verkostoihin 
(networks) ja ulkoistamiseen (externalization). Organisaatiokomponentti käsittelee tarvetta 
sellaisille organisaation arvoille, kuten joustavuudelle ja nopeille, reaktiivisille päätöksille, 
jotka auttavat kansainvälistä myyntiorganisaatiota sopeutumaan ja vastaamaan haasteisiin 
rajusti kilpailluilla kansainvälisillä markkinoilla. Laajat ja strategiset verkostot taasen 
helpottavat kansainvälisen myyntiorganisaation perustamista, kun verkostojen tietotaitoa ja 
kokemusta voidaan käyttää tehokkuuden ja efektiivisyyden parantamiseen. Verkostot auttavat 
yrityksiä vastaamaan paremmin kansainvälisten markkinoiden kulttuuriin liittyviin haasteisiin 
ja ongelmiin, jotka kumpuavat Born Global –yritysten pienuudesta, uutuudesta ja 
ulkomaalaisuudesta. Mallin viimeinen komponentti eli ulkoistaminen ehdottaa, että vähillä 
resursseilla toimivien Born Global –yritysten tulisi ulkoistaa myyntitoimintonta verkostojen 
kautta saaduille paikallisille agenteille ja muodostaa kumppanuussuhteita hyödyntääkseen 
kumppanien markkinatietoutta ja kokemusta ja siten parantaa myyntiorganisaation 
tehokkuutta ja efektiivisyyttä. 
Mallin avulla saadaan perspektiivi Born Global –yritysten kansainväliseen 
myyntiorganisaatioon ja sitä voidaan soveltaa myös reaalimaailmaan. Jatkotutkimus pitäisi 
kohdentaa elinkaaren myöhempiin vaiheisiin ja selvittää, pystytäänkö mallia soveltamaan 
myös suurempiin ja asemansa vakiinnuttaneisiin myyntiorganisaatioihin. 
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We are: 
One equal temper of heroic hearts,  
Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will  
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield. 
 
    -Ulysses (1833), Alfred Lord Tennyson (1809–1892) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
International new ventures invading business field more rapidly than ever! 
Global startup yields unforeseen profits! 
The Born Global firm that defied limits and succeeded! 
 
The imaginary bulletins above may seem slightly exaggerated at first but by carefully 
browsing through recent newspapers and social media one will find that the truth is not 
actually that far out there. The first decade of the 21
st
 century has been flooded with news 
about extraordinary success stories from around the world and the limelight has been 
conquered by an unexpected troupe. 
Technological revolution, along with the invention of the Internet and modern IT era, has 
been forming the modern day society we currently live in. It is also without a doubt the 
greatest single factor shaping the business world and organizations we know today. 
Consumers‟ behavioral patterns can be monitored and thus fine-tuned strategic plans are 
conducted to attack customers‟ needs most effectively in order to maximize the limited 
resources organizations have in their disposal. In addition other factors such as new market 
conditions and the liberalization of global trade barriers have facilitated the rise and growth of 
economy and enterprises to unforeseen heights (Madsen and Servais 1997; McDougall and 
Oviatt 2000). 
At the very heart of these radical events are Born Global companies. According to one of the 
more well-known definitions a Born Global firm is an “entity that from inception, seeks to 
derive significant competitive advantage from the use of resources and the sales of outputs in 
multiple countries” (Oviatt and McDougall 1994, 49). These companies are seeking to 
internationalize at or as soon as possible after their founding in order to achieve significant 
competitive advantage by exploiting business opportunities in multiple foreign markets 
(Chetty & Campbell-Hunt 2004). 
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Not being afraid of international markets, unconventional management styles and the 
challenges faced whilst operating on multiple foreign markets – all associated with the Born 
Global phenomenon -  have been of particular interest to several researchers. The question 
about overcoming obstacles such as the liabilities of newness, foreignness and smallness in 
foreign markets during a short period of time with limited resources highlights the specialty of 
the Born Global world (Stinchcombe 1965). How does a firm with a superior product manage 
to impress customers in foreign markets so that they would defect to them instead of local, 
well-established and large competitors who offer inferior products or services? (Knight, 
Madsen and Servais 2004). 
Extensive research has been conducted in order to uncover how Born Global firms manage to 
survive in these environments. Several reasons have been highlighted. Rapid technology 
acquisition is a key trait of Born Global firms. These firms are often founded by young, 
international individuals who have been accustomed to high-tech world and therefore know 
how to take advantage of the possibilities these technologies offer. (Chetty and Campbell-
Hunt 2004; Cuervo-Cazzurra 2010.) 
As mentioned above Born Global organizations regard vast and diverse networks as vital to 
their business and survival. Higher education and advances in communication technologies 
have shrunken the world and brought global communication possibilities to everyone. In the 
case of Born Global firms networks can be used to hire employees, search for cooperation 
with other firms, facilitate internationalization process by recruiting local agents etc. The 
importance of vast strategic networks cannot be stressed enough in the case of resource scarce 
Born Global firms. Networking is also the reason why Born Global organizations tend to be 
international by nature. (Chetty and Campbell-Hunt 2004; Knight, Madsen and Servais 2004; 
Cuervo-Cazzurra 2010; Andersson 2011.)  
My personal interest in this particular field of research lies behind the fact that my home 
country, Finland, is one of the countries hit hard by the Born Global phenomenon. In recent 
years, after the rapid downfall of  Nokia, Finland has given birth to several globally 
successful startups and Born Globals. Väisälä, Rovio, Supercell –just to name a few- are 
prime examples of companies which started to seek international growth and opportunities 
from their inception. The success did not go unnoticed.  
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In March 2012, Alexander Stubb, Minister for European Affairs and Foreign Trade of 
Finland, along with 27 Finnish startup companies rang the NASDAQ Stock Market Opening 
Bell during their FinnvasionUSA -tour promoting Finnish startup know-how and potential to 
US investors and clients. At the same time the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland and 
Finland Promotion Board lead by Jorma Ollila launched their This Is Finland -website which 
acts as a medium for information and promotion in affairs concerning Finland.  
Given the current economic situation and competition in global markets it is reasonable to 
state that Born Global firms offer a truly unique view to conducting business - a 
revolutionizing perspective that should equally capture the attention and interest of 
governments and communities as well as any aspiring entrepreneurs-to-be from all over the 
world. It certainly has captured mine. 
And yet, although receiving vast global interest and attention there are still “uncharted” areas 
that need to be covered more extensively. One of the most prominent fields in this category is 
the sales management aspect in Born Global companies. The dilemma of how to use very 
limited resources to rapidly achieve and maintain a stable cash flow from foreign markets is 
especially fascinating as it dictates whether the firm will be able to survive in the future.  Do 
these firms somehow know how to attract customers better than more traditional firms or 
what is their secret? The question comes down to two terms which characterize the success of 
every sales organization in the world – efficiency and effectiveness.  
Efficiency is the process where the organization thrives for the basic principle of economical 
thinking where profit margins are created from a combination of effective selling and cost-
efficient way of operating. Efficiency in organization and in resources is the result of correct 
balance between internalization and externalization where internationalization explains the 
logic of firms to execute transactions within their organization rather than relying on an 
outside market while externalization on the other hand concerns the fundamental question 
about whether to "make" or to "buy" a specific producer service input. (Vernon 1966; Hymer 
1976; Coffey and Drolet 1996.) 
 
Effectiveness on the other hand, which can be measured as sales revenue, profit contribution 
etc. categorizes firm‟s resources to four different perspectives: value, rareness, imperfect 
imitability and substitutability. If these resources are characterized by heterogeneity and 
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immobility they are sources of sustained competitive advantage. This view of the firm‟s 
resources as sources of its sustained competitive advantage is called the resource-based view 
and it examines the link between firm‟s internal characteristics and performance. If these 
resources are recognized and developed, the firm will be able to effectively reach out to 
customers and generate sales by creating competitive advantage. (Walker et al. 1979; Barney 
1991.) 
  
Every firm must concern its existence and operations through these two views. It is critical 
that sales organizations are able to find the balance between the different aspects of these two 
traits. This fight-or-flight situation forces firms to tie up any “loose ends” in the organization 
and strive for an organization-wide efficiency and effectiveness in everything they do in order 
to effectively reach out to the right and valuable customers in the most cost-efficient way 
possible.  
Finding a balance is a difficult task to achieve even for much larger companies and thus it is 
reasonable to ask how these Born Global firms with extremely limited resources manage to 
optimize the ratio between revenue and costs and succeed in so many areas (successful market 
entry, establishing a secure cash flow, effective performance with cost-efficient methods) 
whilst operating in multiple foreign markets at the same time? This is the research gap in the 
literature yet to be covered. How is the international sales organization organized and 
managed in Born Global firms? I want to find out whether Born Global sales organizations 
tackle the questions relating to efficiency and effectiveness differently and thus perform better 
or are these decisions and events based on the traits that characterize Born Global firms such 
as networking or rapid technology acquisition. 
In short my goal is to give an answer to the question: 
 
How to Organize and Manage the International Sales Organization to be Efficient and 
Effective when Targeting Global Markets? 
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I am going to present my findings from three Finnish Born Global firms and thus I will try to 
contribute to this sales management research gap by providing a model of an efficient and 
effective international sales organization from the Born Global point-of-view. By depicting 
their attitude, methods and ways of operating I hope to convey an insight to these 
extraordinary firms and the extraordinary people working behind them.   
This thesis will unfold as follows. Firstly I will cover earlier research conducted on Born 
Global firms and sales organizations. Secondly with the framework established I will describe 
the methods I used when working with the case firms during the study. Then the results will 
be presented and analyzed and finally I will conclude my thesis with discussion and future 
suggestions. 
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
Next I will be constructing and presenting the theoretical framework which will act as the 
foundation for the rest of my thesis. The first chapters will be dedicated to Born Global 
research. I will firstly explain the origins of Born Global research, then how do they compare 
with other firms, for example in terms of size and turnover, and finally the key traits 
characterizing their rapid internationalization process. After clearing out the Born Global part 
of my theoretical framework I will then move to cover the sales management perspectives. 
Firstly I discuss how product and service firms address and organize their sales functions. 
Then I will concentrate on effectiveness and efficiency which are the key factors defining 
sales organization‟s future success. Lastly I will merge these two subjects together in order to 
highlight the research gap which I am going to tackle in my thesis. 
 
2.1 A Beloved Child Has Many Names – How “Born Global” Came To Be 
 
The title of this chapter is an ancient and widely used Finnish proverb describing something 
or someone so popular or universal that it is known by many different names – someone 
drives a Chevy instead of a Chevrolet and eats at Mickey D’s rather than at McDonald‟s. This 
is also the case with Born Global firms. 
Although the Born Global phenomenon has only recently (during the last two decades and 
with the help of the Internet) gained immense popularity it is likely that these firms have 
already existed for centuries. Trading houses such as East India Company in the 17
th
 century 
or Ford Motor Company (1903) are examples of early firms with global trade activities from 
their inception (Oviatt and McDougall 1994). 
Earliest mentions of modern Born Global-like firms can be traced back to several different 
articles in popular business press (e.g. Gupta 1989; Mamis 1989) but the report by McKinsey 
& Company (1993) was one of the first more well-known studies that brought the 
phenomenon of rapidly internationalizing SMEs to the public limelight. The research 
highlighted several cases where Australian firms did not internationalize slowly but rather 
competed in global markets virtually from their inception. A later study by Rennie (1993) 
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found that these firms were also extremely successful and constituted almost 20 percent of 
Australia‟s high-value-added manufacturing exports. Thus they became of great interest from 
national standpoint as well. 
Born Global firms are products of their time. The invention of the Internet, mobile networks 
and general advances in technology, transportation and communication have offered firms an 
easy access to global markets and thus playing a big role in Born Global development. In 
addition, other factors such as new market conditions and the liberalization of global trade 
barriers have facilitated the rise of these new types of firms. (Madsen and Servais 1997; 
McDougall and Oviatt 2000.) 
Oviatt and McDougall (1997) also highlighted the increasingly contributing role of “global 
scope of cultural homogeneity, social change and firm strategy” to Born Global phenomenon. 
These numerous factors are often classified as environmental, organizational and managerial. 
These three perspectives will be discussed in more detail in chapter 2.3. 
 
Defining a Born Global Firm 
 
After rapidly gaining academic attention a number of different terms started to surface in the 
international business literature. Terms such as “international new ventures” (McDougall and 
et al. 1994), “global start-ups” (Oviatt and McDougall 1994), “born internationals” (Majkgård 
and Sharma 1999), “instant internationals” (Dana 2001), “new technology-based firms” 
(Autio 1995) and “high-technology start-ups” (Alahuhta 1990) were used to refer to firms that 
did not seem to fit the traditional internationalization models. The term “Born Global” 
however currently encompasses all of the above-mentioned terminologies and is the most 
widely used term to describe these rapidly internationalizing firms (Knight and Cavusgil 
1996; Kirpalani and Luostarinen 1999; Autio et al.2000). 
Figure 1 provides one perspective to categorizing Born Global firms by a cross-matrix which 
is constructed from the number of countries involved in firm‟s operations and the 
coordination of value chain activities across countries. The matrix moves from depicting an 
export/import start up, with few value chain activities coordinated across countries and 
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numbers of countries involved, from the upper left corner to the lower right corner where the 
global start –up (Born Global) with vast activities across several countries is situated.  
 
 
Figure 1: Types of International New Ventures by Oviatt and McDougall 1994 
 
The plethora of studies that emerged depicting numerous Born Global cases posed a problem 
since there were no commonly accepted criteria that could be used to determine whether a 
firm was or was not a Born Global firm. 
Six major dimensions and categories can be identified from the academic literature that have 
been used to identify whether a firm is a Born Global or not. Firstly, there is the question 
regarding the starting time which refers to the time frame between the firm‟s establishment 
and its “début” in international markets. Usually the time span ranges from immediate up to 
eight years; different researchers using different values (Rennie 1993; McDougall et al. 1994; 
Moen and Servais 2002; Luostarinen and Gabrielsson 2004). As demonstrated by the 
diversity in specifying the time frame between firm‟s inception and internationalization the 
operationalization of Born Global phenomenon still involves arbitrariness rather than 
theoretically-based measures (Chetty and Campbell-Hunt 2004). 
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Moving chronologically, the next dimension measures the speed of internationalization which 
refers to the firm‟s ability to adapt to problems i.e. “obstacles” found in foreign markets 
(Vermeulen and Barkema 2002). This is a crucial “giveaway” since Born Global firms are 
characterized by rapid internationalization. Autio et al. (2000) attributed this to the “low 
organizational inertia” associated with the “youthful nature” of Born Global firms. Links can 
be drawn to Oviatt and McDougall‟s (1994) landmark study where they identified “vision and 
strategy to become global/international” as one criterion for identifying Born Global firms. 
The scale of internationalization depicts the extent to which the firm‟s activities are 
international. Usually it is measured by firm‟s level of international sales intensity (i.e. 
percentage of sales derived from international markets) and the most common ratio used by 
several researchers is 25 percent. (Knight and Cavusgil 1996; Madsen et al. 2000; Moen 
2002.) However, this ratio has been criticized for not reflecting the reality adequately – 
especially in the case of SMOPEC (Small and Open Economies) and knowledge-intensive 
Born Global firms. McKinsey & Co. (1993) estimated 75 percent export intensity within two 
years of inception as appropriately depicting Born Global internationalization scale. Be the 
number 25 or 75 percent, the scale of internationalization stresses how important foreign 
market sales are to Born Global firms. 
Closely related to the scale of internationalization is the firm‟s market scope i.e. the number 
of countries served outside the home country (Oviatt and McDougall 1994). However, there 
are no commonly agreed definitions of the number of countries or geographical locations to 
which Born Global firms should serve. More important is to understand the fact that the firms 
are serving multiple foreign markets at or near their inception 
Finally there is the mode of entry into foreign markets. According to Madsen et al. (2000) 
Born Global firms should prefer, because of their limited resources and knowledge intensity, 
less resource-intensive options such as exporting when entering international market. In 
addition Born Global firms are known for forming partnerships in foreign markets using 
agents and distributors. Thus FDIs (foreign direct investment) should be ruled out while less 
resource-intensive options such as joint ventures and contract manufacturing are preferred. 
These close relationships have been suggested to evolve into hybrid structures in distribution 
channels (Madsen and Servais 1997) and therefore Born Global firms often utilize 
“alternative governance structures” (Oviatt and McDougall 1997). 
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For the purposes of my study the general definition of a Born Global firm will be the one 
presented by Oviatt and McDougall (1994, 49) in their landmark study which manages to 
capture and summarize the unique attributes of Born Global firms: 
“Entity that from inception, seeks to derive significant competitive advantage from the use of 
resources and the sales of outputs in multiple countries”  
The definition clearly emphasizes the firms‟ view of the world as its primary marketplace 
from its outset which has also been highlighted in numerous studies (for example, Rennie 
1993; Knight and Cavusgil 1996; Gabrielsson and Kirpalani 2004). In my opinion, this view 
clearly depicts the “Born Global mindset” to doing business.  
This mentality can be clearly seen in figure 2 which lists and compares the most visible 
differences in several key dimensions of internationalization between Born Global and more 
traditional firms. It shows that Born Global firms have internationalization “in their blood” 
since they aim to rapidly expand to exploit business opportunities in several foreign markets 
regardless of their physic distances (cultural, language, societal difference etc.) from their 
inception. Born Global firms rely on their previous international experience and superior 
international knowledge while the accumulated networks enable the firms to learn and act 
rapidly in different situations and environments. So instead of worrying about the challenges 
foreign markets could pose, Born Globals take calculated risks and go where their customers 
are situated and alleviate the risks they face with their unique attributes. (Chetty and 
Campbell-Hunt, 2004.) 
These dimensions or “key drivers” behind internationalization are closely tied to Born Global 
firms and their interrelationships with each other create the possibilities for rapid and 
successful internationalization (Chetty and Campbell-Hunt, 2004). These dimensions and 
their effects will be discussed in more detail in chapter 2.3. 
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Figure 2:  Internationalization table which shows significant differences between Born 
Globals and firms that follow a more traditional path of internationalization (Chetty and 
Campbell-Hunt 2004). 
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2.2 The Relationship between Born Global firms and SMEs 
 
In order to avoid any confusion when referring to two overlapping and similar terms the 
difference between a born global firm (BG) and small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) 
will be explained in detail. 
SMEs usually encompass small and medium-sized companies as well as micro-entities which 
are arranged to their respective categories by their number of employees, turnover or balance 
sheet total (European Commission 2005). Figure 3 provides a clear outlook for the broad 
variety of SMEs. Bearing in mind that the largest firms can be nearly 25 times bigger in terms 
of employees or turnover it must be understood that the firms can differ considerably from 
each other.  
 
 
Figure 3: Categories for defining whether a company is an SME by European Commission 
(2005) 
 
The importance of SMEs on a national and global scale is evident. According to the OECD 
(1997) SMEs “make up over 95% of all companies” while creating 30-70% of value-added 
worldwide. In Finland, for example there are over 300 000 enterprises of which 99,8% are 
SMEs with less than 250 employees (Federation of Finnish Enterprises 2012). In the United 
States SMEs employing less than 500 people make up 99,7 % of a total pool of more than 5 
million companies. In addition, these businesses produced “46% of the private nonfarm GDP” 
in 2008 (U.S. Census Bureau 2011; SBE Council 2011).  
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Then how do Born Global firms relate to SMEs? The answer is simple. Born Global firms are 
–at least when they start operating in the beginning – SMEs. Despite their humble beginnings, 
Born Global firms –as any other firm- also evolve and some of them have grown to be large 
multinational companies and corporations. Google is a good example of such Born Global 
evolution. 
Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between the two entities where SME is used as a general 
term to describe any firm that falls into the previously presented category types by the 
European Commission. Thus, Born Global firms, at their inception and during their first few 
years, form their own, distinctive group - which is characterized by rapid internationalization 
- within small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). These Born Globals are filled with firms 
which originate from various business backgrounds (etc. high-tech, design, industrial, 
financial) and it shows any firm can be a Born Global firm no matter what their background. 
 
 
Figure 4: The relationship between SMEs and Born Global firms (BGs) by Simo Kekäläinen. 
The figure shows that Born Global firms from different backgrounds generally fall – at their 
inception and during their first few years when their business is still growing – into the SME 
category for example in terms of number of employees, turnover and balance sheet total. 
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OECD (1997) estimated that “approximately 1-2 percent of newly established business units 
are international at inception” thus enabling to call them Born Global firms. Keeping in mind 
that in the US alone over 500,000 new businesses are established each month (US Census 
Bureau 2011) the number of potential Born Global firms is huge. For a more measured 
definition Parsley and Halabisky (2008) further characterized SMEs with “a minimum of 150 
percent increase in the four-year cumulative turnover” as rapid (or hyper) growth companies.  
 
2.3 Times change - Key Drivers behind Born Global Firms 
 
As stated earlier, Born Global firms were born in response to the rapidly globalizing business 
environment of the 1990‟s and they knew how to meet the demands of several rising 
industries. Their way of operating, which radically differs from the model that long defined 
how firms internationalize, was and still is the reason why they became so famous.  
The Uppsala internationalization model (Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul 1975; Johanson 
and Vahlne 1977) which explains firm internationalization as a series of gradual steps taken in 
the home country to establish a secure financial and strategic position before entering familiar 
international markets which are culturally and geographically similar to the home country was 
the prevalent internationalization theory since the 1970s up until the first sightings of Born 
Global firms in the 1990s.  
The model proposed that firms become more committed to certain markets as they learn more 
about it and will eventually start investing into it: beginning with no regular export activities, 
export via representatives and agents, sales subsidiary and finally ending with overseas 
production (Johanson and Wiedersheim-Paul 1975). Firm internationalization was thus 
characterized by incremental and risk-averse behavior which was reluctant to adjust to 
changes in firm or its environment (Johanson and Vahlne 1977, 1990). 
According to the stages model the key to successful internationalization lied in a strong 
domestic market base and that a firm should begin exporting to a market with close physic 
distance before entering into markets with increasingly greater physic distance. The concept 
of psychic distance relates to differences in language, culture, business practice, educational 
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systems, industrial development and political system between the home and foreign markets. 
(Johanson and Vahlne 1977.) 
Thus incremental approach to internationalization was preferred since firms lacked 
experience and knowledge and saw the decision to internationalize too risky. In order to 
establish themselves in foreign markets firms would have to organize operations that 
demanded considerable resources and therefore smaller firms would face problems when 
trying to internationalize. (Johanson and Vahlne 1977.) This view was further reinforced a 
decade later when Welch and Luostarinen (1988) concluded that “firms which internationalize 
from inception are rare”. Thus the only, truly international and global firms were seen as 
massive, multinational corporations with vast resources. Given the circumstances this was not 
surprising. 
Reviewing these more traditional, stage model approaches to internationalization it is evident 
that there has been much development especially in the case of Born Global firms (Wolff and 
Pett 2000). The most distinctive components i.e. successive stages, sequential learning 
process and domestic market development characterizing incremental internationalization are 
obsolete in the Born Global internationalization model which, on the contrary, is 
characterized by rapid internationalization, non-sequential learning process and networks. 
However, the contradictions do not completely reduce the more traditional models to nothing. 
(Madsen and Servais 1997.) Various researchers have stated that traditional models can still 
be used complementarily at some levels if extended with new insights such as networks which 
now play a significant part in firm evolution and especially in Born Global 
internationalization. However, the rapid developments in modern business environments 
constantly require new models and theories. (Sharma and Blomstermo 2003; Laanti et al. 
2007.) 
In short, the world around the Uppsala internationalization model has changed dramatically 
during the last few decades. The change is not only visible in theories and models but more 
importantly in firms themselves who also need to reflect these changes in their organization 
so that they can continue to attract customers, generate sales and thus, exist. Hofer and 
Schendel (1978) found that the key factor behind sustaining competitive advantage is the 
match between distinctive internal (organizational and managerial) capabilities and changing 
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external (environmental) circumstances.  To illustrate the magnitude of both external and 
internal changes the three categories will now be discussed in more detail. 
 
Environmental Factors 
As I have already elaborated, the last three decades have seen drastic changes in global trade 
with the birth of WTO (World Trade Organization) in 1995 and expansion of the European 
Union. At the same time consumer tastes and needs have become more universal as a result 
of rising disposable incomes, increasing consumer mobility, economic trade integration and 
advances in global communication. These factors have thus, for the first time in the history of 
humankind, permitted globalization of markets posing a challenge to firms to answer to and 
predict customers‟ needs efficiently in order to generate sales. When markets are no longer 
restricted to certain areas, sales can be derived almost anywhere but only if the firm manages 
to organize its operations efficiently. (Levitt 1983; Gabrielsson et al. 2008.) 
Major advances in production, communication technologies and transportation have 
contributed enormously to the globalization of markets process. Specialization and 
customization of products with modern production technologies even on a small- and niche-
scale is easier and more cost-efficient than ever before and this makes it possible to target 
precisely defined customer segments even more effectively. In addition, firms are able to 
connect and build business relationships with anyone, anywhere with the help of the Internet 
and mobile technologies while also coordinating their decisions and accessing information at 
a global level. Finally, improvements in transportation enable more reliable and economical 
movement of products between countries. (Zahra et al. 2000; Moen and Servais 2002.) 
The globalization of markets has opened unforeseen possibilities for SMOPEC countries 
(small and open economies). Thus these countries, such as Ireland (Knight et al. 2001), 
Finland (Kirpalani and Luostarinen 1999) and Australia (Rennie 1993), have proved to be 
extremely fertile for the birth of Born Global firms who recognize the limitations of their 
domestic markets and start to seek and exploit opportunities in international markets. In other 
words, they go wherever their customers are situated. (Luostarinen and Gabrielsson 2004; 
Leonidou et al. 2007.) Competitive pressure, proactive responses to competitors and growing 
dynamism of many markets force Born Global firms to take action from the very beginning 
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and operate effectively and efficiently in order to survive and thrive (Crick and Spence 2005; 
Dimitratos and Jones 2005).  
Internationalization can also be used as a way to overcome firm‟s domestic market limitations 
and inhibitions. For example, the regulatory environment of a firm’s home market may be 
overtaken by means of rapid internationalization if another market provides faster and more 
accessible entry for the firm. Thus, conditions in a given industry play a decisive role in a 
firm‟s internationalization and especially in Born Global dominant sectors, such as 
information technology or biotechnology. (Knight and Cavusgil 1996; Sharma and 
Blomsterno 2003; Rialp et al. 2005.) In addition, the firms operating in these industries have 
been found to derive a more significant proportion of their revenues from international 
markets if management has established a positive outlook to internationalization (Preece et al. 
1999). 
Therefore, in many cases, internationalization is not an option but a must if a firm wants to 
survive. Access to broader markets guarantees survival, platforms to higher revenues and 
global collaboration with other parties. As a business student I can relate to the teachings of 
my professors who have “raised” me to be aware of the importance of networks and global 
collaboration. MBA programs, global MOOCs and government support have helped to 
internationalize higher education and as a result students entering job markets worldwide are 
now more global than ever before. So it is not a surprise to see how newer firms embrace 
overseas expansion more rapidly when a new generation of internationalized entrepreneurs is 
in control. (Moen and Servais 2002.) 
The environment, which firms operate in, is strongly dictating firm‟s future and its operations. 
Recognizing these factors is therefore vital for firm‟s survival since sales are generated not 
only from customers and but from the environments where these customers are situated. This 
holds especially true in the case of Born Global firms which need to be able to successfully 
organize their operations with scarce resources and quickly establish themselves in foreign 
environments. The phases they go through in their internationalization and organization 
demand knowledge about the challenges and possibilities of the environment which will 
affect firm‟s future. For example, Apple was able to find a niche in the market by developing 
a high-end touch screen mobile phone when Nokia was dominating markets with more 
traditional models. Eventually, Apple‟s innovation grew to be the standard for all the smart 
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phones to come while Nokia suffered severe consequences for not understanding and 
recognizing the changes in their environment. 
 
Organizational Factors 
 
After carefully observing and investigating the external factors in firm‟s environment the 
scope must naturally move inside the firm to consider the internal factors which can be 
divided to organizational or managerial factors. Of these two the organizational factors must 
first be discussed in order to uncover the relationships and social contexts forming the firm‟s 
identity. 
An innovative product or service which can stem from unique characteristics, superior design 
or other highly specialized competence is at the very heart of Born Global phenomenon 
(Gabrielsson and Kirpalani 2004; Knight and Cavusgil 2004). Because Born Global firms 
operate in narrow global segments (Madsen et al. 2000) the possession of an innovative 
product is a must since a niche business strategy has to be adopted (Kirpalani and Luostarinen 
1999). The capacity to innovate is a key ingredient of successful globalization process. An 
innovative and superior product or service which produces more value to the customer 
compared to competitors is the first step towards building a profitable sales organization. 
(Madsen and Servais 1997; Karagozoglu and Lindell 1998; Yip 2000; Jones and Coviello 
2005.) 
However, an innovative product itself is not enough. It must be understood that successful 
customer value creation is the combination of several factors which are often underlying 
actions and strategies aimed at creating competitive advantage. For example, the creation of 
an innovative product or service is often a result of firm‟s customer orientation which can 
also influence the speed of firm‟s international market entry by attracting large customers 
with an extensive international market presence. Such is often the case with high-tech Born 
Global firms. (Oviatt and McDougall 1997.) By insuring that customers‟ needs are addressed, 
market location becomes irrelevant since firms only need to rely on created demand. 
Therefore, if a firm has a positive outlook on active customer orientation it can derive 
significant competitive advantage. 
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By now we have come to understand that successful Born Global firms are characterized by 
organizational culture which builds upon innovativeness in the form of new ideas and 
creative solutions and also on proactivity by actively pursuing foreign market opportunities 
rather than just reacting to competitors‟ movement. However this is not enough.  
In order to successfully expand to foreign markets a degree of calculative risk-taking and 
flexibility i.e. the ability to adjust quickly to different environments must be incorporated into 
the firm‟s organizational culture. Interestingly these dimensions are often found in young as 
opposed to established firms as younger firms are likely to be more receptive to new practices 
and information. These attributes are often accompanied with low organizational hierarchy 
which is a trait of young and small organizations. Low organizational hierarchy thus creates 
more freedom in decision-making and facilitates communicating both at firm level and 
interpersonal relationships. These factors are vital when a firm is facing rapidly developing 
situations which demand an adaptive and proactive sales organization ready to address its 
environment. (Oviatt and McDougall 1994; Barkema and Vermeulen 1998; Autio et al. 2000.) 
Finally one of the most striking characteristics defining Born Global firms is their networking 
ability which encompasses everything needed for successful international business entry 
(Oviatt and McDougall 1995; Knight and Cavusgil 1996). Financiers, distributors, sellers and 
customers are used to create a vast globalization network that offers vital commercial, 
technical and financial resources which would otherwise take years to develop. These 
networks facilitate firm‟s organizational development and activities. (Madsen and Servais 
1997; Karagozoglu and Lindell 1998; Baum et al. 2000). Networking is an essential factor 
deciding the magnitude of global growth of a Born Global firm. Firms need to base their 
networks on common vision and objectives in order to be able to leverage relationships with 
the main customer in the network buying products and services. (Gabrielsson and Kirpalani 
2004.) 
Born Global firms emphasize the importance of both formal and informal relationships and 
rely extensively on their networks‟ expertise and market knowledge when assessing potential 
international market opportunities. Researchers have found that Born Global firms often 
manage to rapidly develop their initial contacts with larger firms and partners into networks 
which consist of formal and informal contacts. With vast networks and partners it is easier for 
a resource scarce Born Global firm to gain entry to markets worldwide, develop market 
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knowledge and organize an efficient sales organization which can operate across multiple 
markets and also effectively derive sales from its customer base. (Coviello and Munro 1997; 
McAuley 1999; Sharma and Blomstermo 2003; Gabrielsson and Kirpalani 2004.)  
 
Managerial Factors     
 
A firm is nothing without efficient management. Looking back to the attributes characterizing 
Born Global firms and their organization and its operations (for example internationality, 
adaptability, rapidness, low-hierarchy, networks) we can draw conclusions that these 
attributes should also be found in the management. If there is a mismatch between the firm‟s 
values and the objectives of management, the organization cannot operate efficiently and 
effectively. 
Firstly it is evident that the international experience which the management has gained before 
firm‟s inception plays a crucial part in facilitating and creating successful international market 
operations. Managers‟ personal contacts, networks and knowledge acquired in the past are 
used to create customer links and to take advantage of the market environment. (Oviatt and 
McDougall 1994; Madsen and Servais 1997; Leonidou et al. 1998; Crick and Jones 2000 
McDougall et al.2003.) In the case of Born Global firms this factor is even more important 
since at firm level there may be a lack of any previous knowledge regarding 
internationalization. Therefore the role of management as leaders who know what to do next 
or who to contact is invaluable to the firm. (Autio 2005.) 
Secondly, Born Global firms must be able to offer new products to customers by introducing 
innovative ideas and enter new markets in order to establish, develop and sustain their 
operations (Oviatt and McDougall 1994). Thus the entrepreneurial behavior of management 
needs to be present in all firm activities and implement innovativeness, proactiveness and 
risk-taking in Born Global operations. The entrepreneurs‟ engagement in continuous activities 
aimed at developing new products and services with customer orientation in mind forms the 
basis for a successful sales organization. (Knight and Cavusgil 1996; Madsen and Servais 
1997; McAuley 1999; McDougall and Oviatt 2000; Zahra and George 2002.) 
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Lastly, no firm expands to international markets if it does not have a finely tuned global 
mindset that proactively seeks opportunities and engages in strategic objectives in foreign 
markets (Harveston et al. 2000; Knight and Cavusgil 2004). A manager with a global mindset 
is more likely to have either lived in foreign countries or educated abroad and usually they are 
fluent in several languages. More importantly, the global mindset involves the management 
and eventually the organization in activities which constantly seek for networks and global 
partnerships that can be exploited throughout the firm‟s life cycle. Therefore vast strategic 
networks are especially important for sales organizations and Born Global firms. (Reuber and 
Fischer 1997; Chetty and Campbell-Hunt 2004.) 
 
Summary of the Factors 
 
With the examples now presented I have tried to create a general view of the many factors 
which have to be taken into account when considering the key drivers behind Born Global 
internationalization. All of these three factors are closely tied together: for example 
environmental factors demand managerial decisions and organizational factors may be the 
result of the environmental factors firms face. Thus, it is important to recognize the 
interrelationships between these factors. 
These aspects need to be applied to international sales organization context. If Born Global 
internationalization is driven by factors such as firm‟s internal capabilities, flexible 
organizational culture and networking then what is the role of these factors in the international 
sales organizations in these firms? 
 
2.4 Sales Management Perspectives  
 
There is no business without sales and no sales without customer value delivery. Meeting 
customer expectations and demands by offering superior customer value dictates firm‟s 
existence in highly competitive and constantly changing business environment. Anyone who 
will not be able to deliver and act according to this no. 1 principle of sales cannot survive and 
thrive. 
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However, it is easier said than done. Successful sales management requires strategic 
relationship building with customers and distributors, process and market orientation 
improvements, focused marketing and efficient monitoring among other things (LaForge, 
Ingram, Cravens 2009). Since firms can offer products, services or both to their customers the 
ways these different types of firms operate are unique. Thus, sales and sales management 
strategies are recurring research and discussion topics.  
Since firms are generally divided into product or service firms depending on their offering I 
am first going to present how they operate and how they have been researched. Parvinen et al. 
(2013) suggested that service businesses have different success factors in sales process 
management than product firms. Secondly, I will discuss how sales organization is defined 
and what factors have been researched over time. Lastly, I will explain how efficiency and 
effectiveness are defined from sales organization‟s perspective and bring the sales 
management perspectives and Born Global context together 
Service Firms 
 
Service firms concentrate on communication (information sharing), trustworthiness (post-
sales interactions) and relationship management assuming priority. Firstly, the emphasis on 
communication creates benefit for service selling from more systematic and arguably 
extensive pre-analysis of customers and deal prospects where pre-purchase phases are longer. 
(Moncrief and Marshall 2005.) Pre-phase also calls for more considerate customer selection 
as the initiation of long-term relationships lead to specific customer and supplier investments 
and termination clauses. The increased risk from termination also necessitates more 
operational planning and predetermination. (Parvinen et al. 2013.)  
 
Secondly, trustworthiness is extremely important in order to initiate and maintain personal 
contacts to customers because the nature of service selling requires establishing and 
maintaining interactive relations with a customer (Boles et al., 2000). An interactive 
relationship based on personal contact will deepen the service relationship and gradually 
provide increasing customer value which is a key success factor in B2B service business 
(Guenzi, 2002). A great example is a maintenance company who calls a customer back even 
when an automatic maintenance alert is fixed normally without a contact between the 
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customer and the firm. These positive call-back contacts made after the problems have been 
fixed are vital in the case of up- and cross-selling further services to existing customers.  
 
A key sales management process for B2B service firms is service recovery which is also 
known as relationship management assuming priority (Hart et al., 1990; Andreassen, 2000). 
A firm can achieve a better overall relationship with customers by actively discussing and 
dealing with customer complaints despite what caused the customer dissatisfaction in the first 
place. The significance of the service recovery reflects the importance of quality 
considerations in service selling (Zeithaml et al. 1996; Miller et al. 2000). 
 
Product Firms 
 
In product firms, the variety of possible sales and distribution channels is often quite wide 
(e.g. agents, wholesalers, resellers, OEM partners). Parvinen et al. (2013) found that among 
the B2B product firms six activities at the firm-level were found to have significant impact on 
firm profitable growth. Choosing the first contact channel based on preliminary customer 
analysis and building a picture of customer behavior through different channels reflect the 
importance of systematic channel optimization practices for product firms. In contrast service 
firms rarely rely on distanced sales or distribution channels because of the intangible and 
direct nature of service exchange (Parvinen et al. 2013). This indicates that in product 
businesses, customers evaluate and use the product depending on the particular channel from 
which it is bought. The selling of services involves strong assumptions of solving customer 
challenges, and thus deciding on the extent of the solution orientation is not as crucial. 
(Moncrief and Marshall 2005.)  
 
Deciding on solution orientation is one of the most important decisions when B2B product 
firms plan their sales process management actions. It must be understood that if a firm decides 
to act according to solution orientation principles, it may pose challenges in delivery 
management. Longer delivery times, risk of lower margins and “feature creep” (i.e. constantly 
expanding or adding new features in a certain product) are all risks associated with solution 
orientation focus. Recent findings have also suggested that successful B2B service selling 
relationships include a certain degree of slowly evolving vulnerability-based commitment.  
However, this does not apply to non-service companies. (Wong et al. 2008.) 
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Share-of-wallet sales management offers firms a performance management tool to understand 
how much the firm conducts business with specific customers. Service selling firms do not 
benefit from the systemization of share-of-wallet management as much as product firms. This 
is because in service buying the established practices include reducing reliance on single 
providers, protecting from supplier risk and bidding suppliers with parallel framework 
agreements against one another. In product firms however, share-of-wallet sales management 
offer a way of differentiation by investigating the sales and customer loyalty of certain 
products and thus benefitting more from the data the tool offers for a company which is using 
it. (Parvinen et al. 2013.) 
 
B2B product firms also reflect the share-of-wallet issue when they provide customer-specific 
incentives to customers. It is evident that larger purchases reduce firm‟s unit costs and in turn 
rising sales figures contribute to overall growth and net customer profitability. At some point 
these incentives can be interpreted as rewards and lower prices at different levels of the 
organization. Service selling firms however must act differently. When firms focus on 
creating quality and value for the customer financial benefits are often secondary. This is 
because in service relationships simpler offerings often start the relationship between the firm 
and the customer. Thus it is not logical to reward the customer with lower prices for buying 
more complex services. (Parvinen et al. 2013.) 
 
Lastly one of the most striking factors in B2B product firm sales processes was the way how 
they provided motives for low-value customers to end customer relationships. Usually this 
leads to worse service or firm‟s products, which offer value or have a brand, become 
indistinguishable, simple commodities in the minds of consumers and markets. This is known 
as commoditization which is a constant threat in product-oriented businesses and eventually 
will rot customer relationships in time. (Low and Johnston 2006.) Service firms on the other 
hand see customer relationships as assets that can be developed over time. Thus, their goal is 
to invest in relationship management whereas non-service companies often terminate low-
value customer relationships. According to Parvinen et al. (2013) this seems to “constitute a 
differentiating factor from the perspective of performance”. 
 
The perspectives on both service and product firms bear some resemblance to Born Global 
firms. Especially, communication which was mentioned in service firms and the use of 
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multiple information channels in product firms were also attributes linked with successful 
Born Global firms (Chetty and Campbell-Hunt, 2004). 
 
Sales Organization Definition 
By now we have come to understand that firm‟s sales organization is a complex network of 
different actors who engage in constant interrelationships between each other. A typical sales 
organization often consists of acting upper management and mid-level managers who monitor 
and manage the sales force of the organization (Cravens et al. 1992). The sales force then is 
composed of different divisions and sales persons, who can be organized regionally, by 
products or by customers for example B2B vs. B2C sales force. 
The question of how to create successful sales organizations has created a lot of discussion. 
While some have extensively focused on the questions relating to the organization‟s sales 
force (such as motivation, monitoring, rewarding etc.) others have noted that the emphasis 
should be placed on the organization itself rather than the salesperson (Sheth and Sharma, 
2008; Laforge, Ingram, Cravens, 2009).  
Figure 5 illustrates how the question of successful sales organizations can be researched from 
several perspectives. In this chart successful sales organizations have been researched from 
the effectiveness point-of-view by highlighting several different dimensions that construct 
sales organizations. For example, sales force outcome performance, which is clearly marked 
as the gateway to sales organization effectiveness is in turn composed of sales person 
characteristics, how they are managed and controlled and how the firm sees its overall sales 
organization design. I will not be able to deeply examine all these perspectives in my thesis 
and this chart was merely to show how vast the sales organization research area is even when 
only point-of-view is being researched. Instead I am going to focus on the sales organization 
and its structure as urged above by Laforge et al. (2009).  
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Figure 5. A chart showing the interrelationships in business-to-business sales organization 
(Based on Walker et al. 1985, Cravens et al. 1993, Babakus et al. 1997, Retrieved from 
“Sources of effectiveness in the business-to-business sales organization” (1997) by Piercy, 
Cravens and Morgan, 1995) 
 
Laforge, Ingram and Cravens (2009) also noted the importance of strategic alignment 
between the firm‟s business and marketing strategies and its sales organization. For example, 
a firm operating in competitive and turbulent business environment needs to create clear 
interrelationships between its overall strategic goals and sales organization decision so that it 
will be able to deliver superior customer value. They highlighted several perspectives from 
multiple studies that sales organizations need to take into account in these environments. 
These notations can be clearly linked to Born Global international sales organizations which 
are operating in highly competitive and turbulent environments. 
Firstly, customer expectations have been increasing over time and thus building strong 
relationships with customers is the foothold priority for firm‟s strategy decisions so that it will 
be able to improve its business performance and create superior customer value. This requires 
deep customer relationship management by connecting with the customers in order to meet 
their specific needs. (Laforge et al. 2009.) One example can be drawn from the study by Tam 
(2006) which examined the ways how Hewlett-Packard aligned its sales organization with the 
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firm‟s strategy by investigating and obtaining responses from its B2B customers about their 
needs and experiences. The responses triggered a transformation process in the firm‟s sales 
organization which was then product-specialized to meet customer needs. Eventually it 
significantly improved the firm‟s performance. In addition the differentiation between 
tangible goods and intangible services has been questioned. Vargo & Lusch (2004) proposed 
that these two opposite views should be united and replaced by a “service-centered logic” 
with which firms must be able to deliver value to customers by combining both goods and 
services. By applying services as a dominant focus firms will be able to co-create value 
between buyers and sellers by exploiting their specialized, organizational skills and 
knowledge. 
Secondly, the hyper-competitive and turbulent markets demand extensive strategic planning 
and organizational flexibility. Laforge et al. (2009) highlighted the importance of “disruptive 
innovation, commodization of products, value driven segmentation and creation of new 
market space” to firms which operate under changing market conditions. However, designing 
the organization to encompass these different perspectives is increasingly difficult since 
cooperation across firm functions requires skills and coordination. Some have proposed that 
the advances in information technology which have already revolutionized buyer-seller 
relationships may provide a solution to these challenges (Hunter & Perreault 2007). However, 
Laforge et al. (2009) clearly emphasize that although IT has provided solutions and enriched 
strategy planning in marketing, business and sales organizations firms should not let it 
completely direct these organizational processes but rather use it as a valuable, additional 
tool. 
Lastly, the importance of global perspective cannot be stressed enough since firms need to be 
more aware of their environment than ever before. The threat of new competitors may 
nowadays arise anywhere from the world and thus firms have to understand global markets 
and their competitive space. By applying a global mindset firms will be more aware of their 
place in the market and thus deliver superior value to their high-value customers regardless of 
their national boundaries. (Cravens, Piercy and Low 2006, Laforge et al. 2009.) 
These perspectives are clearly found in Born Global sales organizations. The global mindset, 
superior customer value and IT exploitation have been widely as factors that Born Globals use 
to create competitive advantage (Gabrielsson and Kirpalani 2004; Knight and Cavusgil 2004; 
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Chetty and Campbell – Hunt 2004). These factors should thus be the factors that sales 
organizations need to address in order to be successful. However, we still need to define what 
successful means in the context of sales organizations. 
 
Figure 6: Challenges that sales organizations need to emphasize in order to create and deliver 
superior customer value by Laforge et al. (2009) 
Efficiency and Effectiveness 
 
How to sustain competitive advantage? That is a question every firm needs to address 
constantly in order to survive in highly competitive environments (Fiegenbaum, Hart and 
Schendel 1996). Sales strategies such as cost leadership, differentiated products, decisions 
about commitment and timing are all possible choices for a firm to achieve competitive 
advantage over its rivals (Porter 1980, 1985). In the case of Born Global firms it holds 
unquestionably true – without competitive advantage there will not be a Born Global firm 
who can spread out to multiple foreign markets rapidly (Gabrielsson and Kirpalani 2004).   
However, in order to sustain competitive advantage a more long term solution must be found 
(Snow and Hrebiniak 1980). Several researchers have stated that the match between 
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distinctive internal (organizational) capabilities and changing external (environmental) 
circumstances is the key factor behind sustainable competitive advantage (Andrews 1971; 
Hofer and Schendel 1978). This view is illustrated in figure 7 which categorizes firm‟s 
strengths and weaknesses to internal factors while opportunities and threats are part of firm‟s 
external environment (Porter 1980, 1985). These factors were discussed in the section 
concerning the key drivers behind Born Global internationalization.  
 
Figure 7, retrieved from Barney (1991), shows the relationship between traditional SWOT-
analysis and other models such as resource based model focusing on internal analysis and 
environmental models of competitive advantage which focuses on external analysis of a firm. 
 
 
However, balancing between external factors and firm‟s internal capabilities is not that simple 
(Peters and Waterman 1982; Prahalad and Hamel 1990; Porter 1980, 1990). For example, 
Barney (1991) highlighted the importance of firm‟s internal capabilities in resource-based 
view of the firm which recognizes the valuable, costly-to-copy and non-substitutable firm-
specific capabilities (e.g. cooperative relationships, skills) and tangible and intangible 
resources (e.g. products, reputation) which can either be tacit (skill-based and people 
intensive) or socially complex as the key drivers of sustainable competitive advantage and 
economic performance. Firms must be able to prevent imitation by competitors and imitation 
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is most difficult when targeting intangible resources such as innovations, technological 
knowledge and social context in management practices. Firm‟s resources must therefore 
include value, rareness, imperfect imitability and non-substitutability.  Value is created when 
a firm is able to implement strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness. Rareness 
is derived when a firm is able to create value with strategies that are not implemented by other 
firms. However, if these rare and valuable resources can be duplicated by competitors they are 
not imperfectly imitable and therefore not creating sustainable competitive advantage. Lastly 
if a resource can be substituted with a similar resource or strategy by competitors, it cannot be 
a source of competitive advantage although being rare, valuable and imperfectly imitable. 
Resource-based view has emerged as a key perspective guiding inquiry into the determinants 
of organizational performance. (Penrose 1959; Wernerfelt 1984; Teece 1987; Itami 1987; 
Dierickx and Cool 1989; Barney 1991; Peteraf 1993; Hart 1995; Crook et al. 2008.) 
 
The resource-based view is closely linked to sales organization effectiveness which can be 
measured as sales revenue, profit contribution etc. (Walker et al. 1979). Although the 
resource-based view focuses on the internal characteristics of the firm it does not disregard 
firm‟s external environment as a valid source of additional resources (Maritan and Peteraf, 
2011). The environmental models of competitive advantage, which were included in figure 7, 
view firm‟s competitive environment as either offering opportunities for firms who develop 
heterogenic resources and find niche markets they can target or as threats when competitors 
are able to imitate the resources and when the environment itself changes for example in 
terms of regulations or market sizes (Hirshliefer 1980; Porter 1980). The balance between 
internal capabilities and external resources allows the firm to recognize its own strengths and 
weaknesses and thus reach out to its customers effectively and bring in steady cash flow.   
 
The resource-based view argues that older firms which have acquired more resources over 
time can build capabilities and positional advantages to mitigate costs and communicate with 
customers (Westhead et al. 2001; Sirmon et al.  2011). This view is closely related with the 
Uppsala School of thought and emphasizes experience-based organizational learning and 
incremental exporting (Belderbos 2003; Johanson and Vahlne 2009). Thus, it cannot explain 
the success which Born Global firms have achieved rapidly in foreign markets. 
 
However, D‟Angelo et al. (2012) found that performance in both distant and closer markets 
can be explained through one especially important firm resource: firm innovativeness. Thus, it 
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can be said that innovating SMEs have better chances of sustaining competitive advantage in 
international markets but it in turn, demanding that managers possess international knowledge 
and skills (Pangarkar 2008; Stoian et al. 2010). Both firm innovativeness and management‟s 
international experience were highlighted as factors driving Born Global internationalization 
(Crick and Jones 2000; McDougall et al. 2003; Gabrielsson and Kirpalani 2004; Knight and 
Cavusgil 2004). 
 
However, the sheer number of customers is not enough for a firm to survive since there are 
many other factors that affect firm‟s overall revenue. This is where firm‟s efficiency comes 
into picture. Every action and measure taken by the sales organization must always adhere to 
the basic principle of economical thinking where profit margins are created from a 
combination of effective selling and cost-efficient way of operating. 
  
Achieving efficiency is not straightforward. It requires extensive planning and cooperation 
between different departments of the organization. Coordinating operations at firm level 
includes critical evaluation about future perspectives and operations. For example, 
Williamson (1981) highlighted the role of transaction costs in organization‟s efficiency. In 
selling, these costs are incurred when the exchange of the commodity between the 
organization and the customer takes place. Thus, the transaction costs should be optimized in 
order to maximize firm‟s efficiency. One of the most important questions tackling the 
incurring transaction and other costs, especially in larger firms and MNEs, concerns the 
dilemma between internalization and externalization. 
 
Internalization theory explains the logic of MNEs to execute transactions within their 
organization rather than relying on an outside market.  The internalization of the transfer of 
MNE‟s unique ownership advantages between countries must be more economical than 
through markets. In this setting a firm provides its product or service through an in-house 
organization (Kowalkowski, Kindstrom and Witell, 2011). Some researchers have suggested 
that a firm can benefit from intra-firm capabilities by integrating its operations (Neu and 
Brown 2005; 2008) when others have emphasized the need to create hybrid structures where a 
certain degree of external and internal perspectives are combined in service or product 
provision (Brown, 2009). For example, one alternative to internalization through firm‟s direct 
investment to foreign markets could be licensing the firm's know-how to a firm in the target 
market. (Vernon, 1966; Hymer 1976.) 
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Externalization on the other hand concerns the fundamental question about whether to "make 
or buy" a specific producer service input. It is a decision each firm and each establishment 
within a firm must make in order to decide whether it should provide a given service 
internally by assigning its own personnel to the production of the service or rather contract-
out the provision of the service to experts in external (either affiliated or free-standing) 
specialized establishments. (Coffey and Drolet 1996.)  
 
The decision to internalize or externalize – or in other words the decision to make or buy -
firm‟s service inputs is one of the most important strategic decisions of the organization. 
Several factors need to be considered when making the decision. Cost considerations (e.g. 
minimization of transaction costs) prevail if the external service provision proves to be less 
expensive than internalizing the same operations. Quasi-cost considerations on the other hand 
concentrate on questions about flexibility and risk reduction and whether the firm possesses 
necessary core skills to carry out the operations. Finally non-cost factors are important when 
firm assesses if it lacks internal expertise or resources to carry out necessary management 
tasks and how the buyer/supplier relationship develops. The choice will affect firm‟s cost 
structure, its modes of operation and organization and possibly also its location. (Coffey and 
Polèse 1985, Coffey and Drolet 1996; Beyers and Lindahl 1996.)  
 
2.5 Summary of the Theoretical Framework  
 
Effectiveness and efficiency are closely linked to the most interesting area of research 
concerning sales management in Born Global firms. The question of how Born Global firms 
optimize the ratio between incomes and costs in order to secure a steady and sufficient cash 
flow vital to the firm‟s survival from foreign markets? The challenges about overcoming 
obstacles highlighted by Stinchcombe (1965) such as liabilities of newness, foreignness and 
smallness in a short period of time with limited resources highlights the special nature of the 
Born Global world. For example, various studies (Rugman and Verbeke, 2004, 2007; Rugman 
et al. 2009) have highlighted that even the largest firms, which have more resources and 
competencies than smaller firms, are facing difficulties to consistently achieve sales globally 
and penetrate new foreign markets. Thus, Born Global firms form a rare group which 
manages to consistently “defy the odds” and outperform the majority of its competitors in 
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foreign market performance. Therefore it would be essential to uncover research gap 
concerning the means with which international Born Global sales organizations are organized. 
Firstly it requires a finely tuned sales organization which can effectively reach out to 
customers in different markets. This can be measured as sales revenue, profit contribution etc. 
Secondly at the same time the organization must be operating cost-efficiently and make the 
most out of the scarce resources Born Global firms have. Lastly the organization must have 
the ability to coordinate and configure its divisions and employees at firm level in such a way 
that the abovementioned goals can be achieved. Coordinating requires the recognition of 
market conditions and the factors that firms need to address in highly turbulent and 
competitive business environments (Laforge et al. 2009). 
Numerous successful Born Global cases have proved that their performance is not just a result 
of coincidence and the wide scope of firms from different industries serves as a reminder that 
indeed it seems that firms with more valuable scarce resources are more likely to generate 
sustainable competitive advantages (Liang and Liu 2010). But more importantly we need to 
understand how Born Global firms use their scarce resources to full effect in their sales 
organization. This is the gap I hope to fill with this thesis. 
 
To illustrate the situation I have composed a chart presented in figure 8 which shows the 
relationship between Born Global and international sales organization research. The upper 
part of the chart is composed of the balance between efficiency and effectiveness which 
successful sales organizations need to achieve in order to create competitive advantage over 
their rivals. The organization must be able to critically assess its internal strengths, external 
factors product and organizational qualities and then make decisions about the organization‟s 
structure and strategies.  
 
The lower part of the chart shows how resource scarce Born Global firms battling against 
newness, smallness and foreignness derive competitive advantage from their innovativeness, 
networks, international backgrounds, organizational capabilities and knowledge intensiveness 
while operating in rapidly changing environments.  
 
Then we come to the center of the chart which connects the upper and lower part of the chart 
with dashed line since we do not yet know if the factors which derive competitive advantage 
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in Born Globals and international sales organizations can be combined. Do the background 
and skills of Born Globals positively affect the creation of their sales organization and how or 
what are the factors behind this phenomenon?  Or should Born Globals design their sales 
organization by finding balance between external and internal factors? If Born Global 
international sales organization addresses the same issues as other sales organizations 
presented by Laforge et al (2009) then how and with which organizational actions they are 
managed and organized in order to achieve effectiveness and efficiency?  That is the question 
I set to find out by researching how the Born Global international sales organization is 
managed and organized. If even bigger sales organizations and firms face difficulties while 
operating in foreign markets, how these resource-scarce Born Globals are able to organize 
their sales organization to be so efficient and effective? 
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Figure 8: Factors that create competitive advantage in Born Globals and sales organizations by Simo Kekäläinen   
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3. METHODOLOGY, EMPIRICAL MATERIAL AND ANALYSIS 
 
When I was constructing the research plan for my thesis I already had in mind that my 
research question could not be answered with a single word or sentence. I had not set strict 
hypotheses or frames beforehand and thus my purpose was to deliver a thorough description 
of the phenomenon I researched and its effects on the “big picture”. This initial thought in 
mind I had to embark on a journey to find the suitable research method(s) for my study. 
 
Firstly, I recognized the need for a qualitative study because statistical information alone 
would not be able to answer my research question. Secondly, as my plans started to unfold 
after I managed to single out three suitable Finnish Born Global firms who were willing to 
participate in my research I was faced with a decision about a suitable research method which 
would be able to capture the qualitative aspect of my research question and present it in a way 
that would be both explanatory and accurate. Finally, I ended up choosing case study research 
for the purposes of my research. I would obtain the research material mainly via interviews 
but also taking advantage of other additional materials. The firms would be presented as cases 
that would thoroughly depict their situations, challenges, successes and their overall 
environments in the sales management context I researched. 
 
In the following chapters I will firstly explain in more detail about intensive qualitative 
research and case study method. Then I will describe my empirical material collection process 
which includes interviewing, observing and reviewing. After that I will link and analyze the 
processes with my chosen research methods and finally I will reflect the ethical issues I faced 
during material collection.  
 
3.1. From Ideas to Qualitative Research  
 
It is crucial for the researcher to depict the path his research takes and elaborate how 
observations are turned into results. The results must also be constantly reflected on the 
previous literature and knowledge and thus critically analyze the nature and novelty of the 
research. (Gephart 2004, 458; Eriksson and Kovalainen 2008, 12.)  
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The process which in my case started from extensive studying the current theoretical 
framework about Born Global firms and sales management continued logically from theory to 
empirical research. I thus familiarized myself with the theory and analyzed it systematically 
before I eventually formed my research question by focusing on and singling out the gap in 
the current research literature. This deductive chain of events leads the researcher from 
theoretical position to collecting empirical material (Eriksson and Kovalainen 2008, 22). 
When I was forming the research question for my study, I was not still sure whether I would 
approach my research gap from quantitative or qualitative perspective. I could have compared 
sales organization performance between Born Global and more traditional firms by just 
investigating their financial statements and profits and construct hypotheses from the 
statistical data. However, I strongly felt that a quantitative study would not have been enough 
to satisfy my curiosity. This may be due to my nature since I have always asked questions 
such as why and how. Statistical research would have provided me with information and a 
confirmation about a phenomenon that existed but left me without answering to how and why 
this certain phenomenon was happening. Thus, it was evident I was headed for qualitative 
research.  
The importance of qualitative research is often emphasized because it has the ability to depict 
“invisible, abstract, subject, time and place related phenomena which are created in 
interaction between different people” (Juuti and Puusa 2011). Because of the nature of my 
research, where I would interview firms about their experiences and means of operating in 
different environments, I felt that qualitative research would be fit for purpose as my goal was 
to deeply understand and explain the sales management phenomenon I encountered and 
researched in Born Global firms. I would not try to explain my results via hypotheses or 
statistical data but ask questions such as how and why. In addition, qualitative research would 
also allow incorporating social context in reality thus understanding the phenomenon from a 
certain perspective which is a key trait in qualitative research (Denzin and Lincoln 2005, 4; 
Eriksson and Kovalainen 2008, 62). 
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3.2. Case Study Research, Its Dimensions and Subsequent Actions 
 
Qualitative research often focuses only on small number of participants and that was also the 
case in my research where I after numerous contacts managed to approach three firms for 
interviews. Such was my situation that instead of a large material base I found myself with 
three firms who were willing to let me in their organizations in order to gain in-depth 
understanding of their methods and view of the world. 
 
That was where case study research came into picture. In short, the term case study refers to 
specific case or cases which the research decides focus on. The case can be a single individual 
(organization, person or event), a conglomerate of individuals or a part of the individual that 
is being researched. The researcher studies the case by reflecting it on the research question 
and eventually solves the question in the form of an explanation or depiction based on the 
information obtained (Eriksson and Kovalainen 2008, 115). 
 
I instantly had warm feelings towards the case study approach. It seemed that it would be the 
perfect approach to answer my research question since it would involve me deeply and 
thoroughly in these firms –almost as a part of them – looking and evaluating the phenomenon 
from the insider‟s point-of-view.  
 
In addition, the case study approach also allows quantitative data to be used as a part of the 
research and thus it could be argued that case study research can be understood as a research 
approach or strategy rather than a material obtaining or analysis. The versatility that case 
study research provides depending on the research objectives allows the researcher to address 
the research problem from a much wider perspective. (Eriksson and Kovalainen 2008, 116). 
Achieving a versatile, wide and deep perspective of the Born Global sales organization was 
my first priority since it was situated in a research gap that had not been thoroughly depicted 
before 
 
Despite having a “good start” I started to doubt whether I was heading for the right direction. 
I questioned my thoughts and plans to conduct a qualitative case study research as an 
effective research method. I started to wonder whether I would end up having any concrete 
results or just descriptions without providing answers to my research questions.  
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However, although case study research has been criticized in the past for lacking scientific 
depth and providing merely descriptions, I was delighted to find that case study research is 
particularly often used in the field of business research. This is because business teaching uses 
real-life cases as examples and even firms learn by analyzing their own case history. During 
my studies I have found that using real-life cases as examples in business courses provides the 
student with a deep analytical insight that offers the possibility to understand the importance 
of contexts and relationships. This is what I hoped to achieve with case study approach in my 
research. 
 
Most importantly, case study research has the ability to capture and depict real-life events by 
offering an understandable observer‟s position to those who have got no contact with the 
cases. This is due to its history and strong background in social sciences and psychology. The 
results often also create stories which are helpful when analyzing the case in its wider context. 
This is where the normative and narrative nature of case research comes into picture since 
the results help “outsiders” understand complex events and relationships. (Yin 2003; Eriksson 
and Kovalainen 2008.) The statements above were the final encouragements that led me to 
choose case study as my preferred method in order to capture unique perspectives from Born 
Global sales management. 
 
However, there are certain aspects I needed to carefully consider while planning and 
conducting my future case study research. The most important aspect, which also largely 
dictates whether the study will be successful, emphasizes the need for setting clear frames. 
Yin (2003) noted that although the researcher creates the case largely based on his own 
interpretation of the events the researcher should still avoid cases with no clear end or 
beginning. Keeping this advice in mind I wanted to make sure I had fully understood the 
situation and what I wanted to research.  Later this principle guided me in finding the suitable 
firms for my study. 
 
At first I had troubles setting clear frames to the definitions of effectiveness and efficiency in 
the Born Global sales management context but after reviewing earlier research literature again 
more carefully I managed to pinpoint a gap by linking them to the two factors that Born 
Global firms, which operate on scarce resources, needed to take into account in order to 
survive: customers and manageable costs. Thus after setting these initial frames I was able to 
set a clear and specific research question which I could start to work on. After this, I could 
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also chronologically define the research period by setting it to start from the firm‟s inception 
to the date when the interviews were conducted. 
 
Intensive and Extensive Case Research 
 
In order to differentiate and elaborate the methods I will be using during my study I want to 
explain the difference between intensive and extensive case research. Although dimensions 
from both perspectives are often used together in studies, there are certain aspects that need 
clarifying. 
 
Intensive case research often considers cases as unique individuals and by researching and 
understanding them “from the inside” tries to create an extensive, holistic and contextually 
rich picture of the cases and events. The goal is to understand people‟s perspectives and 
cultural meanings. Usually the focus of intensive case research will be on one or a few cases 
which are researched diversely and in-depth. Extensive case research however compares 
several cases and tries to find recurring similarities and thus create or test generalizable 
theories. In short, it can be said that intensive case research is more interested in the case than 
in the theories around the phenomenon. The latter of course is the focus of extensive case 
research. (Harre 1979; Eriksson and Kovalainen 2008.) 
 
Referring to the above mentioned observations it can be said that my main objective is to 
study the cases with an intensive case study approach by acting as an insider who can depict 
the relationships and perspectives of the cases more deeply and thoroughly than an observator 
from outside. However, the division is not completely black and white. My research, although 
more interested in the cases itself, also looked for recurring similarities between the three 
firms. The results can then be compared to previous theories keeping in mind that there is not 
yet a unified theory of Born Global sales management. Instead, the results can be compared to 
several other theories, which tackle different aspects of Born Global behavior in different 
areas. Combining aspects from both intensive and extensive case research methods in my 
study will thus offer an interesting perspective into the Born Global sales organization case  
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3.3. Empirical Material and Collection Methods 
 
Case Firms and Why I Chose Them? 
 
As stated earlier, the empirical material in this study will be obtained from three firms that 
can be categorized as Born Global firms. After finishing my bachelor‟s degree I have been 
following the Born Global scene extensively for the last three years and thus I had a clear 
vision of where I should be heading. 
The process which ultimately led to choosing these three firms started almost a half year 
earlier before I conducted the interviews with them. In January 2014, after preparing and 
polishing my research question, methods and literature I started to browse for news, articles 
and stories which were related to rapidly internationalizing firms. After completing a list full 
of names and leads I began systematically to examine their backgrounds, websites and contact 
information. Especially I was looking for firms with traits that would fit into the categories set 
for Born Global firms e.g. having enough sales derived from foreign markets, young age etc. I 
wanted to make sure that the firms in my study would be “international enough” so that they 
would have experience from operating an international sales organization. 
Creating and scaling down the list of suitable candidates to ten and contacting them took 
almost 100 hours during a span of two months to complete. I sent an initial inquiry to all these 
firms to find out their business situations, stories behind their products and actions and future 
plans. This gave me an impression of their overall situation and I was able to create an initial 
outline for every firm. After this I approached the firms and asked whether they would “let 
me in” and be committed to my project to find out the answer to my research question. 
Eventually I managed to successfully contact three Finnish-based Born Global firms that were 
at different stages of their international sales management evolution – two younger and a third 
slightly more established. The reason why I ended up with three companies was not random 
or forced since my goal was to uncover the means and methods which Born Global firms use 
I felt that only one case would not be enough. My view was supported by Glaser and Strauss 
(1967) who argued that by including multiple cases the researcher can apply more dimensions 
and freedom in the research. The firms were operating in different industries and markets with 
different products or services and had diverse backgrounds filled with successes and 
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difficulties and so in my opinion I would be able to make better comparisons between these 
diverse cases if I included three firms instead of two.  
In my opinion, the differences between these firms and their sales organizations would not 
become an obstacle for my study since it is known that highly successful Born Global firms 
operate in several different industries. Thus, my goal would still remain the same: to research 
and uncover how Born Global firms manage to be efficient and effective in such a variety of 
industries.  
 
Interviewing, Observing, Reviewing Documents 
 
Generally interviewing can be defined as discourse and interaction where both parties are 
affecting each other (Eskola and Suonranta 2008, 84). Interviewing can be understood as a 
tool whose aim is to create empirical material for the research questions (Eriksson and 
Kovalainen 2008, 79). 
There are many types of interviews but as my research questions could not be answered with 
yes or no answers I had to invest considerable amount of time to formulate my interviews in 
order to extract as much relevant and descriptive empirical material as possible for my 
research. As I have already stated the goal of my research was to capture a phenomenon with 
its unique dimensions as accurately as possible. Thus, I already knew I had to be able to 
immerse myself with firms‟ histories and cultures. This in turn led me to create semi-
structured interviews which would combine freedom and order in a most suitable way for my 
research.  
For me this meant extremely well-planned interviews which would hold the key to extracting 
information from my case firms. I knew that semi-structured interviews require experience 
and planning and thus the researcher holds a key role in successful material collection 
(Eriksson and Kovalainen 2008). Fortunately, I was able to use my past experience to my 
advantage since I had conducted several semi-structured interviews in my bachelor‟s thesis 
but in a smaller scale than now. 
When I started to plan the interview process I had already beforehand sketched the main 
themes and questions based on the research literature that would provide the backbone for the 
course of my interview. I then reviewed my questions again in order to see whether I had been 
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able to construct a logical pattern of questions that would not influence the interviewees in 
such a way that their answers would be manipulated. Perfecting my questions required a lot of 
work – in total over 30 hours. 
After managing to construct an interview pattern that I was satisfied with I needed to decide 
which persons I would interview. My first priority was to interview the persons in charge of 
sales management in these organizations. After getting more information about the firms and 
their organization structure, I decided to first interview the sales representatives in these firms 
but also their founders – the entrepreneurs themselves. This was because these entrepreneurs 
had all been building the sales organizations from scratch and although their role had changed 
during the years they were still in daily contact with the sales departments and involved in 
strategy decisions. Therefore if I left out the entrepreneurs‟ interviews, my study would not be 
able to offer rich descriptions and answers to my research question. In total I interviewed 10 
people (4 from case Phoenix, 3 from case Ulysses and 3 from case Midas). I usually 
interviewed different people on different days since one interview took 1-2 hours to complete 
and thus the interviews in one case firm would usually last from week to two weeks. The 
interviews were conducted between May and July 2014. In total the interviews and case firm 
observations and contacts took nearly 50 hours of work. 
While conducting the interviews, I allowed myself and the interviewee to have the freedom to 
deviate from our designated path in case something interesting and unexpected related to my 
research would emerge. Keeping in mind the defining characteristics of my research question 
(efficiency and effectiveness) I first allowed my interviewees to recount their memories from 
the firm‟s inception to present time obtaining information about the firms‟ past events and 
decisions and comparing their firms in different contexts. Then I proceeded with more 
detailed questions about their sales and organization structure but without yet mentioning the 
key words (efficiency and effectiveness). Surprisingly, almost all of the interviewees 
mentioned these dimensions by themselves in their recollections and descriptions and that was 
the “go” –sign for me to press on with more carefully detailed questions about their sales 
operations with these key concepts thus obtaining extremely important information relating to 
my research questions. My main goal was to ensure that as a researcher and interviewer I 
would not be leading and manipulating the interviewees to any conclusions by influencing 
them. I wanted to see whether my key research concepts would appear naturally in ideal 
conditions and only then use them myself in my speech and questions. 
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In case Phoenix three of the interviewees were the firm‟s founders (acting as CEO, CFO and 
Chief of Sales) who had extensively been part of the firm and the sales since its founding. The 
fourth was a sales manager hired later. In case Ulysses I interviewed the founder (CEO) and 
two international sales managers. In case Midas the founder (CEO), international sales 
manager and chief sales officer were interviewed. The founders in these interviews had been 
organizing and managing firms‟ operations from inception and thus they had vast perspectives 
and stories to offer. The sales managers provided perspectives to current situations and 
decisions from employees‟ point-of-view. Although my interviewees had different 
responsibility areas in their firms they all had played key roles in designing and forming the 
sales organization of their firms. This made sure that all the interviews were relevant since my 
interviewees were completely aware of their sales operations and strategies. 
 
The case study research method allowed me to complement my interview process with other 
observations about the interviewees and the firms which I wrote down after completing each 
session. My goal was thus to provide a detailed insight of the situation and the contexts in 
order to acquire a greater understanding of the case. This allows conveying a sense of being 
there for the reader (Stake 1995, 62). Although I focused mostly on interviewing I feel that 
the observation material I gathered during the study will also contribute to my research and 
findings by providing perspectives from inside the firms‟ operation methods and enriching the 
narratives I later present. 
 
In addition to interviewing and observing I have also been constantly using document reviews 
as a material collection method in my research. Throughout the study I have read and studied 
numerous articles, marketing material and financial statements (in total over 100 pages)  
which I have acquired either by myself or received from my case firms. In my opinion these 
documents acted as “legacies” of the case firms and provided unbiased but also historical and 
current statistical and qualitative material about the events, operations and statistics. These 
documents served as additional material for the events that I as the case study researcher 
could not observe and helped me stay open for fresh perspectives when describing the case 
(Stake 1995, 68). Thus, the documents provided more details into the narrative description 
and to the contexts through statistics, dates and added variation in the story for events and 
activities. 
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3.4. Analysis, Critical Assessment and Ethical Issues 
 
One aspect of qualitative case study research is the large amount of research material that is 
gathered during the study. In my case, in addition to 100 pages of documents and other 
observations, after transcribing the interviews I had over 40 pages of written material that I 
needed to start analyzing. This posed its own challenges when the researcher needs to present 
the findings from the material so that they can be evaluated for their validity and reliability by 
peers and readers (Eriksson and Koistinen 2005). Thus, I had to choose my analysis methods 
with a clear perspective of providing a clear and logic continuum from the starting point to 
end – in other words highlighting important aspects to my research. 
 
After obtaining and arranging my research material from interviews and supplementary 
sources (documents, observations, media etc.) I had to start processing the qualitative data in 
order to detect findings and answers relating to my research questions. Firstly I reviewed and 
transcribed my 140 pages of research material. Secondly I started to browse through the 
material in order to find recurring themes and concepts. I noticed that in this point it would be 
extremely difficult to directly interpret the material and results without the help of critically 
aggregating the research material. Aggregation of instances can be understood as a sort of 
categorization or coding (Stake 1995). I started with creating a narrative fil rouge i.e. storyline 
for each case by categorizing the material and directly interpreting the interview transcripts. 
Then I proceeded with a more intricate analysis of the framework by using critical 
aggregation. I produced a coding system that had contextual aspects relating to sales 
organization and operations which I wanted to categorize from the empirical material. The 
researcher should invest a considerable amount of time to planning the code structure. In my 
case I also firstly needed to get an initial impression of the research material and the themes 
that arose from there. After reading the material twice I started to have an idea about my code 
structure. I then once again reviewed the research literature in order to get support for my 
ideas investing nearly 40 hours to perfect the system. The results of this process were the 
following 8 codes:  
 
 Sales organization structure 
 Markets 
 Sales Channels 
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 Networks 
 Costs 
 Customers 
 Efficiency 
 Effectiveness 
 
In order to achieve a successful result the coding system must be systematical and exact so 
that it will be able to provide the answers to the research questions (Eriksson and Koistinen 
2005). Firstly I coded the material and thus all the case firms under common categories that 
described and allowed me to compare their firm and sales organization situations (sales 
organization structure, markets, sales channels, networks). Secondly I started to sort out the 
material by coding the material under customers and costs. These two codes were the most 
important leading codes which were related to and would lead me to my final codes 
(efficiency and effectiveness) that would eventually provide answers to my research question. I 
believe I was successful in coding the cases. Starting from a more general perspective 
allowing comparison between firms and moving eventually towards the most specific codes 
provided a logical continuum which allowed making sense from the material and revealing 
the answers to the research question I set to clear out.   
 
Comments on the Research 
 
I have researched the cases by creating richly detailed narrative descriptions featuring not 
only the cases themselves but also their contexts and relationships in different environments 
from their inception to present day. My goal has been to offer insights and help the reader 
understand the cases through my role as an interpreter of the case. I have kept in mind the 
statement by Eriksson and Kovalainen (2008, 120) who regarded a narrative which takes into 
account the economic, cultural, historical, social, technological and physical settings as a 
“good way to represent the descriptions and findings from them”. 
 
As I have already stated I was able to conduct my study using a variety of research methods 
that allowed me to deeply immerse myself in the cases and understand the causality of 
different contexts and events in these unique cases. In addition to interviewing, I used 
observation to supplement the empirical material collected through interviews and document 
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reviews. All this was made possible by the versatility which case study research method 
offers. Thus, I believe I have had the best possible ways to fully and deeply observe the cases 
that are included in this research. 
 
However, the large amount of qualitative data demanded constant planning and precise 
analysis in order to reach adequate and logical conclusions from the study. I feel I was 
successful in this objective. In addition I have also emphasized a creative writing style 
throughout my thesis so that anyone could find both my research and thesis interesting and 
understandable despite its “formal” nature. 
 
During the research I had to constantly remind myself of the fact that conclusions or 
generalizations should not be made at the early phases of the research. It has been essential to 
firstly create a whole description of the case and establish a good position to elaborate on the 
research questions and acquire understanding on the causalities of the case. This ensures the 
continuous dialogue between theoretical concepts and empirical data which is a defining 
characteristic of case study research (Eriksson and Kovalainen 2008, 121). 
 
Although at start I had worries about whether case study research was the right choice for my 
research method as it had been criticized in the past for lacking scientific depth and providing 
merely descriptions, I must conclude that there could not have been a better choice for my 
research. Theory building from case studies has become increasingly popular and a relevant 
research strategy, which has led to a numerous influential studies (Eisenhardt and Graebner 
2007, 30). Therefore it can be said that case study research is a contemporary and widely used 
research method and it also fitted my purpose perfectly.  
 
When describing successful studies, reliability (the ability to produce not random results) and 
validity (accurate and well-founded correspondence to the real world) are often discussed. In 
qualitative research however, these terms are extended to cover and assess the whole research 
process. (Heikkilä 2004.) In my opinion the research process, whose results will be presented 
in this master‟s thesis, has been characterized by meticulousness and accuracy. Thus, I believe 
that the results could be found by anyone who would undertake the same measures as I have. 
Thus the results, which are presented in chapter 4, can be judged and discussed by anyone.  
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Ethical Questions 
 
As a researcher I concerned myself with the ethical aspects of my study from the very 
beginning. This became evident when I needed permissions for my research activities, 
interviews and access to the case organizations themselves. Qualitative research method 
which is based on reviewing private and contextual views is especially susceptible to ethical 
issues when the results are published. 
 
Firstly, I had to understand that all the cases in this study had the rights to informed consent, 
privacy and protection from harm (Fontana and Prokos 2007). Informed consent meant that I 
had to inform participants about the purpose of my research and its main design framework in 
order to acquire voluntary participation with honest means. I also had to inform them about 
the choice to withdraw at any point of research. Luckily, this did not happen.  
 
However, since the information I obtained from these firms (strategies, ways of operating) is 
essential in achieving competitive advantage in the markets, I needed to agree to a non-
disclosure agreement in order to protect the anonymity of the participants from any harmful 
consequences. Although they were happy to participate in the study so that they could also 
use this valuable information in assessing their own organizations and also inspire other 
aspiring entrepreneurs, they requested the results and stories to be presented in such a way 
that they could not be recognized from it. In my opinion this did not compromise my research 
since the ways of operating can be presented to public as such but at the same time allowing 
the privacy the firms requested so that the openness with which they received me would not 
be exploited. Thus, the cases will be addressed as Phoenix, Ulysses and Midas although the 
rest of the research material can be presented without endangering their anonymity. The audio 
recordings of these interviews were destroyed after I had transcribed them. The bond of trust 
that was formed during the interviews was thus preserved as promised 
 
Secondly, as I was conducting a qualitative case study research where the main proportion of 
my research material was obtained via interviews, I needed to consider whether I would let 
the participants comment on the material and the final interpretations I had drawn from their 
statements. Eventually, I felt that rather than only summarizing the material I obtained from 
the interviews I have instead created stories using these recollections and statements. And 
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since it is these narrative descriptions I have been analyzing as a whole and not the plinth 
stones I used to construct it I felt that it was not essential to consult the interviewees. 
 
Lastly, it was critical to assess the ethical concerns in the final phases of my research. I had to 
confirm that the reported knowledge is verified and secured before I could proceed to report 
the results (Brinkmann 2009, 63). Then I needed to take into account the anonymity of the 
cases and construct my final report in such a way that the focus will be on the events and 
contexts that answer the initial research questions and not on the identity of the cases which 
are not necessary to the success of the study.  
 
Before proceeding to reporting the results I would like to state that the complete interviews 
remain confidential and I have only incorporated information that is relevant to my research 
in the narratives leaving out any personal opinions and statements that were not needed to be 
included in the stories.  Thus I can honestly say I have done my very best to report a true 
account of how Born Global firms construct their efficient and effective global sales 
organization 
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4. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 
In this chapter I will be presenting the narrative storyline I have constructed from the 
interviews I conducted with three Finnish Born Global firms. As stated earlier, these firms 
will not be presented using their real names. Instead I have named the cases in a way that best 
describes the general feeling I got from these firms. Thus, I wish to convey stories that 
facilitate understanding and depiction of the events and relations in these cases.  
Before presenting the case narratives I would like to state that all three firms could be defined 
as Born Globals either by using the general term by Oviatt and McDougall (1994) or by 
examining the firms with the six major dimensions defined earlier. The starting time and 
speed of internationalization of these firms ranged from immediate to three years.  
To measure the scale of internationalization I used the percentage of sales derived from 
international markets. Each case firm exceeded the 25% ratio and they ranged between 70-
85%. The scale of internationalization i.e. the number of countries served outside the home 
country ranged from 3-8.  Finally there is the mode of entry into foreign markets which will 
be discussed in more detail in each case. 
 
Figure 9: Six major dimensions of Born Global firms by Simo Kekäläinen 
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Next, the case narratives will be presented and at the end of this chapter the cases and findings 
will be analyzed more thoroughly.  
 
4.1 Case Phoenix – The Power of Regeneration 
 
The Start 
 
In 2007 three friends from Finland with different backgrounds who had met each other while 
they were studying at university decided to take their future in their own hands. The initiator, 
Mr. X, who had a background in mechanical and IT engineering, had developed an interest in 
digital marketing and especially in ecommerce while working at multiple multinational 
companies around the world. 
At that time, the world was raving about spectacular and never-before-seen products and 
services. Almost seven years had passed since the Dot-com bubble had burst in 2000 and the 
world and the markets were yet again ready for an unprecedented “mania” of high tech buzz. 
During these seven years, technology had seen its biggest leap since the birth of Internet. 
Apple was at the forefront of mobile revolution with its groundbreaking iPhone while 
Facebook and Twitter were paving the way for the global expansion of social media. The 
world started to shrink faster than ever before. 
The ground seemed fertile for Mr. X‟s plans. He had already given his two university 
colleagues a hint about his future intentions and - to his delight – they were willing to “jump 
on”. 
Mr. X had already envisioned the future possibilities of these new technologies. He was 
especially determined to concentrate on mobile solutions from B2B perspective by bringing 
the revolutionizing technological advances to “every firm”. However, in addition to the 
engineering skills and knowledge Mr. X possessed, the soon-to-be firm needed people who 
knew how to do business. This is where Mr. X‟s friends came into picture. Now, a league of 
three, with a diverse skill range in engineering, IT, marketing, sales and finance was ready to 
start their journey as entrepreneurs. 
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The first few months of the newborn firm involved hard work and long hours dedicated to 
perfecting their product and undertaking all the necessary actions, including bureaucracy, to 
“make their dream official”. As “the scene” in which the firm was going to be operating was 
still recovering from the rapid leaps in mobile Internet integration technologies, the founders 
had time to produce a beta version for testing to a selected few, who would then supply the 
firm with valuable feedback and suggestions for improvements. 
The firm offered a revolutionizing product. They designed a mobile platform which was the 
base for their software – a tool that would allow the creation and integration of a firm‟s CRM 
(customer relationship management) database in mobile phones. They calculated that if they 
were able to capture even 1% of the firms interested in using mobile CRM database their 
revenues would rapidly grow to exceed 10 million euros. So from inception, the founders 
knew that the target market of their product would be global. There was no reason to presume 
that the firm would -or even could- survive in the future if they only operated in domestic 
markets (Finland). The biggest customers lied elsewhere. The location of the firm‟s 
headquarters would be the only link to the firm‟s home country.  
As the launch drew closer, the buzz surrounding the company became even more intense. 
Positive feedback from beta testers and the initial demand that was acquired through the 
founders‟ contacts and networks predicted the firm had found a niche in the market that could 
be exploited. All these events were encouraging the entrepreneurs even more to continue on 
their chosen path. 
 
“The Surprise of a Lifetime” 
 
And so in early 2008 with the product launched and bureaucracy settled everything was 
finally ready. The entrepreneurs had already planned ahead the coming months by allocating 
resources for sales and R&D, sketching a roadmap for future decisions and choosing 
penetration strategies for foreign markets. However, they were in for a surprise. 
 
A prime example of a Born Global firm, it took only a few months before Phoenix had 
expanded to foreign markets serving multiple customers in the USA, Japan and two European 
countries. The organization at the time still consisted of the three founders who had seen the 
development and growth of the firm‟s product from birth to completion. Being responsible for 
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everything that happened in the firm, they all acted as managers, sales persons and R&D 
coordinators. Daily meetings consisted of ideating and planning – all done in a relaxed 
atmosphere. It seemed that running a company was not that difficult after all! 
For a while, this arrangement was working. But then, although rapid expansion was expected, 
the extent and workload that came with serving multiple countries, started to pose challenges. 
The first customers, who were mainly acquired through entrepreneurs‟ networks and contacts, 
were successfully served as the resources needed to serve them could be managed and 
allocated in the firm‟s present state. Competitors did not pose a threat either. When a larger 
firm was making a move, Phoenix rapidly developed a software update which would preserve 
their competitive advantage. Larger firms, which were more bureaucratic needed more time to 
answer to Phoenix’s moves. But as their fame grew and word spread, the entrepreneurs found 
themselves in a situation where they needed to hire new employees in order answer the 
growing demand and also continue to stay one step ahead of their competitors. 
When looking back to these events in the firm‟s history timeline, the entrepreneurs feel that it 
was the turning point where the mistakes that would eventually lead to serious problems could 
have been avoided with better planning and management. However, at that time the 
entrepreneurs could not have even imagined that the actions they saw as necessary for the 
firm‟s future and growth could actually be harmful. 
The biggest change that took place in the firm was the revamp of their sales organization 
structure. The three entrepreneurs, who had previously been responsible for sales in the firm, 
now took up more specifically defined roles as a CEO, CTO and Chief Sales Director 
delegating sales responsibility to new employees who had been hired as sales representatives. 
The changes had dramatic effects on the firm‟s overall performance. During the second half 
of 2008 the firm had negotiations with multiple potential customers but most of the 
negotiations did not end successfully. Customers and contracts were being snatched by 
competitors and the sales revenue started to drop as the firm was unable reach out to 
customers in different markets. Profitability also saw a rapid downturn as costs began to 
accumulate when more resources were poured into product development and sales promotion 
in order to generate desperately needed cash flow. 
Although the entrepreneurs were prepared to cope with short term losses and concentrate on 
building the firm in the long term, the losses grew to be so unbearable that only after two 
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years, in late 2010, they were forced to lay off their employees and considerably downsize 
their firm level operations in order to save their firm from bankruptcy. They now had a 
difficult task of finding out what caused their eventual downfall. 
Fortunately, the investors still saw potential in the entrepreneurs and their firm and they were 
more than willing to help them. The next few months were dedicated to planning and singling 
out the reasons which had played havoc in the firm‟s performance. According to them, this 
was the most exhausting period they had yet experienced in their lives. 
 
“Could that really be the solution?” 
 
The partners came to a surprising conclusion. They found out that the critical mistake they 
had made was the decision to hire employees to take care of the sales when they had actually 
fared better on their own. So the extra work force did not produce better results. However, it 
was not this simple. As the firm grew, the entrepreneurs could not have managed in any way 
to cope with the expanding workload themselves. So the need for extra work force was still 
imminent. Therefore, the problem could be pinpointed to the firm‟s recruiting process. 
Before hiring new employees, the firm had succeeded extremely well in reaching out to 
potential customers and offering them superior value. Here the skill-based and strongly 
people intensive relationship skills, networking abilities and product quality were recognized 
as the entrepreneurs‟ valuable and non-substitutable capabilities (or as they put it – their 
forte) that had a great impact on the firm‟s success. 
These capabilities were however, of no use when the subsequent decision about recruiting 
was faulty. Although the employees had years of experience in sales and the recruiting 
process was especially carefully designed with the firm‟s goals in mind, problems related to 
cultural differences in different markets were unexpectedly strong. And when the 
entrepreneurs concentrated on running the business administration and allocating less time to 
actual selling dominoes started to fall. Ultimately, the effect was felt in the overall 
profitability when there were not enough new profitable contracts compensating the salaries 
of the employees and the market related costs that could not be predicted and budgeted 
beforehand. 
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Thus, there was need for a change of plans. The partners still recognized expansion as the 
firm‟s no. 1 goal but the ways which would be used to achieve it had to be changed. This time 
the firm would not hire its own employees to work abroad but rather it would use agents by 
signing partnerships with firms that operate in the target markets. These firms would then act 
and operate on behalf of the firm with the target market customers. 
The reasoning behind this externalization plan was logical. The local agents, possessing 
extremely valuable knowledge and experience about the target markets‟ customs, ways of 
operating and legal systems, could predict and analyze situations much better, handle target 
customers more carefully and provide the firm with better alternatives and suggestions.  Local 
expertise would also prevent and reduce unexpected costs which in the first place led to firm‟s 
initial failure, and thus increase profitability. These joint ventures would also be suitable for 
their firm because of their less resource-intensive nature. 
 
“Every cloud has a silver lining”  
 
When I was conducting my interview with the entrepreneurs in summer 2014, Phoenix had 
been running their new business plan for almost two and a half years. During this time their 
new sales strategy had had a clear impact on the overall profitability which had for the first in 
firm‟s history turned positive in 2012. Without the minor stagnation in 2010 which was the 
firm‟s worst year by far, revenue has been constantly rising and in 2013 it was almost 14 
times bigger than in the first year (from 0.2 to 2.9 million euros) thus making the average 
revenue growth 200% p.a. The entrepreneurs predicted they would be doubling their 
profitability during the next two years. 
The joint partnerships they have negotiated with local agents have had the desired effect to 
firm‟s performance.  These partners have been found through the firm‟s networks and earlier 
contacts. At present, the local partners are working on commission, receiving a percentage 
(7%) of the sales they generate in their respective markets. The most visible difference 
compared to their earlier sales model is the significant decrease in overall transaction costs of 
doing business in the foreign markets. They estimated that the overall costs have dropped 
nearly 20% since implementing the new strategy.  This is because the local agents know the 
possible “dangers and obstacles” hindering operations in foreign markets and how to 
“navigate around them”. Thus the costs the sales organization faced while employing its own 
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sales persons were higher than in the partnership model. The skills and contacts which local 
agents have in these markets give them advantage over foreign sales personnel. 
 
 
             Figure 10. Case Phoenix Key Figures from 2008-2013 
 
From the statistics and interviews it can be seen that something has been definitely done right. 
The entrepreneurs themselves attributed their current success to finding the right balance 
between their revenues and costs. Although this was the firm‟s initial goal the actions they 
undertook did not support it. The misjudgment of their internal capabilities led them to 
believe that their product offering was so strong that the sales would continue to rise steadily. 
Instead, the opposite happened – the lack of thorough coordination in sales planning caused 
problems. 
From inception the firm‟s greatest asset was the “league of three” – its founders. They had the 
courage, networks and the attitude to achieve their goal. However, they made a mistake at a 
crucial stage in firm‟s development when they misjudged the firm‟s foreign capabilities and 
need for hiring its own sales persons to foreign markets. This led the firm into a myriad of 
problems that nearly forced them to declare a bankruptcy.  
Surprisingly, when the entrepreneurs now look back to that year, they think it as a “wake-up 
call” that helped them see their limits. Without the events that followed, the problems could 
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have accumulated in the shadows for much longer and then the firm would have collapsed. 
They also accounted their survival for their “smallish” and low hierarchical organization 
structure which enabled them to communicate effectively with each other and make decision 
quickly. 
Now the firm still retains its effective ways of reaching out to and communicating with 
customers through their networks but all this is done much more efficiently after finding a 
balance between firm‟s internal and external capabilities. The number of employees has 
grown from the initial three to 10 whereas the number of agents is nearing 20 and serving 8 
countries while 85% of the total sales are generated from foreign markets. 
If the firm continues its current “run” like in the last three years, it has certainly risen from the 
ashes as its famous mythical namesake: the Phoenix 
 
4.2. Case Ulysses – “The Road Is Long…” 
 
“In 2010 I had an idea and a dream. That was about all I had.” 
 
The quotation above shows what a Born Global entrepreneur often faces at the beginning of 
the journey. An idea, which holds so much potential that it could rival the “biggest names in 
the business”, is only a dream until measures are being taken in order to bring it to reality. 
However, Born Global entrepreneurs often find themselves in a situation where resources are 
scarce, financing is unsure and prejudices have to be overcome - a tough task to anyone. 
For Ulysses, everything happened quickly. The founder, a 28-year-old engineer who designed 
and built mobile phone components for living, had been contemplating the possibility to start 
a firm as an entrepreneur but had already rejected the idea. As a skilled expert, he was a 
valuable employee for the company he worked for and that was reflected in his paycheck. 
For years he had been solving problems and creating solutions in high-technology business 
and the skills and expertise he had acquired had earned him many promotions and a secure 
job. However, he was suddenly struck by a marvelous idea at the beginning of 2009. Of 
course, it was not surprising that he had a good idea because that was his job. What was 
surprising though, was what he did with his idea. 
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“From hero to (almost) zero” 
 
A week later, the founder, Mr. Y found himself holding two life-changing documents: a 
resignation request and a pending patent application. A secure job as a project manager had 
just changed to an uncertain career as an entrepreneur. However, Mr. Y felt more alive than 
ever before. He was determined to succeed. 
His vision was a new technological solution to speed up the complicated manufacturing 
processes of a certain smartphone component many of us do not even know exists. The rise of 
touch screen phones had just begun to conquer the world but the manufacturing of many 
components in these phones was still in its infancy. In 2010, over 81 million smartphones 
were sold worldwide and the number was rapidly rising topping 1 billion units in 2014 
(Gartner, 2010; 2014). Thus, the global market had a niche that could be exploited by 
commercializing Mr. Y‟s vision as B2B product for phone manufacturers. 
After arranging everything that was needed to start a firm and spending countless of hours 
perfecting the product, the time was right for the launch. With patent granted and newly hired 
employees the firm started its journey in 2010. 
The firm‟s code of conduct was simple. The manufacturing was outsourced and the firm itself 
would be responsible for R&D, designing and all the sales functions. Thus, they could be in 
control of the most important aspects and divisions of the firm. 
The initial demand was high. Mr. Y‟s solution worked and it was able to speed up the 
manufacturing processes he had targeted. The firm which now employed 20 people sent sales 
delegations into China, the USA and Japan to create relationships and secure contracts before 
competitors would even notice their presence. Turnover grew by almost 50% from 2010 to 
2011 when the cash flow from targeted foreign market contracts began but the business was 
not yet profitable as the firm needed heavy investments in R&D and starting costs in order to 
get the production up and going. 
However, in late 2012 Mr. Y saw the first signs that alerted a change in the firm‟s situation. 
Although revenue was being generated with an accelerating speed and the percentage of sales 
derived from international markets exceeded 80% the profitability did not send any positive 
signs of increasing. In order to tackle this problem, the firm‟s management led an 
investigation into the firm. 
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What they found out was that the customer retention percentage had suffered significantly 
during the year. Operating in high tech –industry, where solutions and technologies change 
dramatically in short periods of time, customer retention is a vital part of a firm‟s success. 
Competitors who are able imitate products and offer them at a lower price are a constant 
threat that cannot be neglected. The only possibility then is to offer the customer so much 
value that it will exceed their expectations and thus create loyalty to the seller. 
For some reason, this principle was not working in Mr. Y‟s firm. The management launched a 
rigorous campaign and invested resources in firm‟s sales functions in order to fix the problem 
by contacting ex-customers while also constantly calling and approaching new prospects to 
make up for the deficit in profitability. The revenue kept growing at a steady pace albeit much 
slower than in the beginning. However, in 2013 the firm saw its worst losses yet which totaled 
one million euros. Obviously, there were still unsolved problems. 
 
 
             Figure 11: Case Ulysses Key Figures from 2008-2013 
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“Setting a course for the future”  
 
Almost a year and a half later in 2014 when I was interviewing Mr. Y about the campaign 
which was meant to turn the firm‟s course, the organization was still undergoing 
rearrangements aimed at improving firm‟s profitability. Instead of scaling down the firm‟s 
operations investors and owners had invested more resources in order to continue expanding 
and strengthening firm‟s sales cycles. The firm had also hired more sales force from the target 
markets in an effort to close the gap between firm‟s domestic and foreign markets‟ cultural 
difference. With these improvements the ultimate goal is to eliminate the shortcomings in the 
firm‟s weakest link: sales performance. 
When looking back to these four years in the firm, the founder, Mr. Y, explains that the 
difficulties were the result of several things and choices that should have deserved more 
attention and planning in the beginning and during the years. For instance, he mentioned that 
although he had worked in a multinational company he did not have enough international 
contacts and networks which could have facilitated the way to foreign markets even better.  
The sales people, company later hired, were –although having international experience- all 
Finnish and thus, the firm had to constantly battle against liabilities of newness and 
foreignness in the foreign markets. In addition to these obstacles, the failure to retain 
customers when competitors also developed new innovations to the same manufacturing 
process led several of the firm‟s customers to replace Ulysses with a cheaper, local competitor 
who already had a “name” in the market. 
When sales slowed down and more resources were poured into their functions without 
properly targeting and recognizing the fundamental problem, costs started to spiral out of 
control and eventually the firm was forced to take serious measures. Mr. Y noted that if they 
had operated their foreign sales operations via contract-based partnerships the problems 
would not have led to the acute cash crisis they faced during 2012-2013.  
It was also noted that if they had implemented either the partnership model or even if the firm 
had hired sales people from the foreign markets and not to foreign markets the situation could 
be completely different. Firm‟s cost structure would have been more manageable and local 
partnerships could have alleviated the difficulties the firm faced while operating in foreign 
markets. In addition, their relationship networks and contacts could have provided more 
desperately needed leads, sales prospects and firm image building in the markets. However, 
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because the firm grew so quickly the organizational structure was slowing down decision 
making processes and communication within the firm and thus, reacting to problems was not 
as effective as it should have been. 
“Back on square one” was the general feeling in the firm that Mr. Y described. Despite the 
difficulties, no one is willing to give up. As Mr. Y noted, he and the investors target long-term 
solutions and everyone understood the risks the business needed to take could materialize. 
However, stern measures have now been taken in order to “change the ship‟s course”. 
If these measures prove to be successful the firm will eventually sail to success and glory as 
did its legendary namesake Ulysses but if everything fails the long and rocky road to 
shipwreck seems even more plausible. 
 
4.3. Case Midas – Knowledge is Power 
 
“A criminal always returns to the scene of the crime” is a well-known saying depicting how 
human behavior tends to repeat familiar patterns over and over again. However, in order to 
describe my first impression of Mr. Z when I interviewed him about his company I need to 
modify this saying to fit my purpose. 
 
“The Entrepreneur Always Returns to the Scene of Action” 
 
In 2010, Mr. Z had just sold his firm he had founded five years earlier. Part of the contract 
was the agreement that he would continue to work in the larger firm as a senior consultant and 
developer in matters related to ecommerce. However, after a few months had passed, Mr. Z, 
according to him, started to “miss the old days”. As an entrepreneur he felt he had been 
raising his own child, whereas now the roles had turned upside down. There was also a 
project which Mr. Z had not finished with his firm and soon he became interested in 
developing an action plan to take that unfinished plan „til the end. 
So, while still working, Mr. Z began to make plans and contact his network in order to launch 
his second venture – a firm that would offer a technology platform for enriching and sharing 
digital content to both enterprises and consumers. Earlier, his firm had customized and 
offered ecommerce solutions to medium and large sized enterprises but now the scope would 
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be widened to cover consumer segments. In other words, he would continue in the same field 
as before but offering a more specific solution to a wider audience than before. 
 
“He-hey! I know what do next!” 
 
And so, the firm saw daylight at the end of 2010. It was a moment Mr. Y later described as 
having “a distinctive déjà vu feeling to it”. The founding of the firm happened quickly since 
Mr. Y was able to efficiently contact his former partners and networks who already had good 
experiences from working with him.  
Financing did not pose a problem either since Mr. Y could invest his own money into the firm 
keeping himself a larger share and along with it, the control of the firm. He also managed to 
lure three of his former business partners to invest and work for the new firm. As days passed, 
Mr. Y felt even more strongly that he already had “a hunch” of what to do next. 
However, the business world still had a “few tricks up in its sleeve”. The familiarity and 
certainty accumulated from years of experience, with which the actions were conducted, 
radically speeded up the firm‟s start in such a way that Mr. Y had not even given his notice to 
his current employer when the new firm demanded his daily attention and resources. As he 
noted, he could not have believed that one could cut as much as six months of “loose ends” 
from the necessary arrangements of setting up a firm by having even a little bit of earlier 
experience in the matter. 
The situation demanded rapid measures. Although the market scope was clearly directed to 
cover global markets, the first contracts were signed with Finnish customers. At the same time 
however, Mr. Y was already focused on planning foreign expansions.  
In his previous firm he had had positive experiences and stern results with foreign partners as 
sales channels to different markets. He contacted his earlier acquaintances in the USA, the 
UK and China and managed secure a partnership deal with them.  Thus, the road was paved 
for the first foreign market entries to happen as soon as possible. 
Mr. Y knew from experience that the first year would look rough from the investor‟s 
perspective. The investments and partnerships needed to be taken care of right from the start 
so that the firm‟s competitive advantage in the markets could start to accumulate as soon as 
the firm entered the markets. Here the partnership deals played a key role in firm‟s future 
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success as the networks and contacts started to build a name and relationships for the firm. 
And most importantly, all this was done inside the target markets by insiders i.e. people who 
were natives of the regions. Thus, these partners who understood the culture and customs of 
the target market were able to alleviate and battle against the liabilities of newness, 
foreignness and smallness that are often associated with Born Global firms. 
In the next two years the firm witnessed rapid growth in both turnover and profitability. The 
firm has managed to nearly double their revenue each year (from 1 to almost 3,5 million 
euros) and apart from the initial losses in the first year the firm has been profitable ever since. 
In addition, sales from foreign markets jumped from 28% in year one to 78% in year three. 
Thus, it was obvious that although the firm had a good start in its domestic markets (Finland) 
and still generated a portion of its revenue there, the markets were clearly situated elsewhere. 
As Mr. Y noted, selling in Finland is pretty straightforward for a reliable and domestic 
(Finnish) firm offering specifically targeted solutions. Most of the sales generated from 
Finland came through Mr. Y‟s contacts and networks and he and his partners were 
responsible for domestic sales. 
 
 
             Figure 12: Case Midas Key Figures from 2008-2013 
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“I already got my foot in the door” 
 
Now, almost after three years since founding the firm, Mr. Y is in control of a profitable firm 
which is still firmly seeking rapid growth in multiple markets. Although the firm has added 
only one market area since its initial expansions to China, the USA and the UK, it has spent 
time and resources to develop its partnership deals while also negotiating new ones. The work 
done here, according to Mr. Y, will be seen in the firm‟s balance sheet.  
 
As Mr. Y looked back to the events, strategies and decisions he and his firm have gone 
through during these three years, he noted that without his background, achieving this kind of 
success would be extremely difficult. The risks and losses firms have to endure in short term 
while operating in a global business environment, often frighten entrepreneurs who do not 
have the experience and background that would help them plan their goals in the long term. 
This often leads to panicking and eventually firms suffer an unsuccessful early exit from the 
markets. 
 
Mr. Y also saw the firm‟s flexible organizational structure as an invaluable asset generating 
competitive advantage. This was demonstrated by the cooperation between different parts of 
the organization. Managers, who also worked as main developers, were in daily contact with 
the sales partners coordinating sales functions and involving them in different life cycles of 
the product. Thus, the information about the product‟s future developments was not just given 
to the sales partners but by involving them closely in the process they were able to process the 
information well in advance themselves and highlight their own conclusions and insights to 
the potential customers.  
 
The method also worked the other way around. When customers and sellers had close 
relationships, it was easier for the customers to communicate their wishes, problems and 
suggestions to their sales contacts, who in turn reported everything back to the firm. This 
helped gaining advantage over competitors and retaining customer satisfaction. 
 
Although it may seem everything that Mr. Y touched “turned into gold” there is still work to 
be done. As said, Mr. Y‟s background is in B2B sales and venturing into consumer business is 
not that straightforward. The firm has been disappointed at their results in B2C consumer 
markets where their product has not yet found its target audience. This is why the firm has 
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been actively seeking out new ways to speed up their market penetration in B2C segments 
and thus, they have for the first time directly hired a sales person to develop their B2C 
business in China. The employee was hired, naturally, from China. This could be counted as 
their first foreign direct investment in the market. However, although hiring their own 
employee, the firm‟s main goal is to deepen the relationships with their current partners. The 
joint venture model‟s less resource intensive nature fits the firm‟s current position and 
situation in the market. 
 
If the coming years prove to be as successful as the ones passed, Mr. Y‟s firm will definitely 
be attracting attention. However, the plans to capture larger B2C segments may rocket firm‟s 
revenue as is often the case with firms operating in digital industry. At least, they have all the 
ingredients to make it possible: a vision that is backed by people with ambition, will and most 
importantly, knowledge of how to organize a successful model of doing business: that is 
surely worth its weight in gold. 
 
4.4. Summary of the Results 
 
The narratives I have now presented were created from the interviews I conducted in these 
firms. My object with these stories was to lead the reader deep into the firm by depicting the 
underlying relationships and events that surrounded firms‟ decisions and events. The results 
which I will now analyze have been derived from the narratives I created.  
In summary, the firms included in this research were all Born Global firms that had 
internationalized rapidly and derived a large proportion of their sales and revenues from 
foreign markets. Thus, they fit the multiple definitions describing Born Global firms 
presented at the beginning of this thesis (e.g Oviatt and McDougall 1994; Luostarinen and 
Gabrielsson 2004; Chetty and Campbell-Hunt 2004). They all were also operating in high-
technology industries - more precisely as mobile service (Phoenix), mobile component 
(Ulysses) or digital service (Midas) provider. This is however, where their similarities end. 
The firms varied in age, background, operating methods, size and profitability. The 
entrepreneurs behind these firms were also not homogenous. Although their goals can be 
regarded as the same (profitable business as a result of rapid expansion) and each of them 
could be categorized as Born Global entrepreneurs, their results and firms differed 
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substantially from each other. However, through their stories I managed to recognize and 
highlight similarities and themes which started to emerge in their speech and thoughts 
whenever the matter concerned questions about organizing and managing their international 
sales organization. This was also the goal that would give the answers to my initial research 
question:  
 
How to Organize and Manage the International Sales Organization to be Efficient and 
Effective when Targeting Global Markets? 
 
Firstly, when assessing the decision making processes of the cases, it was evident that every 
firm highlighted the need for invaluable and intangible organizational resources such as 
flexibility and rapidness i.e. that would give the firm the ability to adapt and react to the 
events in fiercely competed foreign markets. The global business environment and especially 
the high-technology industries these firms were operating in are constantly under pressure. 
The advances in technology pose a serious threat to firms if they are not closely monitoring 
the situation, adapting and reacting to rapidly changing environments. Thus, it is imperative 
that the sales organization is built on principles of communication and cooperation between 
different departments of the firm so that it will be able to effectively reach out to the 
customers and efficiently manage itself. These principles could be categorized under the 
valuable, costly-to-copy and non-substitutable firm-specific capabilities (e.g. cooperative 
relationships, skills) which are skill-based, people intensive and socially complex intangible 
resources of the firm highlighted by Barney (1991). Thus, these resources are creating 
sustainable competitive advantage for the firm by improving organization‟s effectiveness. 
 
This case was highlighted especially in case Midas where the cooperation between sales, 
management and R&D in their opinion created competitive advantage in the market. This was 
due to the fact that the firm was able to process the information so that they understood the 
product and its possibilities for the customers in the target markets. This also enabled them to 
rapidly adapt to changes in their environment and competitive scene. By then applying that 
information to their own selling functions, they were able to create more value for the 
customers which eventually played its key role in customer retention.  
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The importance of coordinated communication was also present in case Ulysses. The 
entrepreneur accredited their most serious problems to lack of proper coordination and 
communication in the firm which in the first place had caused the weaknesses in their overall 
sales strategy and later in situations where rapid and exact measures were needed to tackle 
acute problems. The firm had become slow and ineffective and thus not fit for survival in 
rapidly changing global environment. Case Phoenix however, managed to tackle its problems 
and pinpoint the origin of these problems with their low hierarchy organization structure that 
allowed a firm wide communication chain. It was also interesting to see that all three case 
firms emphasized the communication characteristic found in service firms (Parvinen et al. 
2013). 
 
Secondly, the question about internationalization vs. externalization highlighted by several 
researchers (Vernon, 1966; Hymer 1976; Coffey & Drolet 1996) was also present in the case 
firms. In the sales organization context, the question was imperative in recognizing firm‟s 
internal and external factors that would be used in sales organization decision making. For 
example, firms needed to decide whether to enter and act in the foreign markets with firm‟s 
own employees or partnerships.  
 
In case Midas the entrepreneur, who had earlier experience in coordinating a firm in foreign 
markets, clearly favored the partnership model due to its advantages in cost and cultural 
related issues. The local partners were not actually directly employed by the firm but rather 
acted as agents and joint ventures that would not require the intensive commitment of 
resources as in foreign direct investment by the selling firm. Therefore, the firm itself could 
spare its scarce resources and make the firm‟s cost structure more manageable. Also, these 
local partners were natives to the foreign markets in which the firms operated and thus knew 
how to operate in the middle of the plethora of cultural differences and customs. 
 
The effect of partnership sales strategy was highlighted by the entrepreneurs in case Phoenix 
where the firm, after applying it, regained control of costs and was able to better its sales and 
customer retention. However, in case Ulysses, where the firm employed its own sales people 
to foreign markets both efficiency and effectiveness suffered when costs spiraled out of 
control and customers were lost to competitors. Clearly, the resource intensive FDI strategy in 
terms of employees did not suit the purposes of a Born Global firm with scarce resources. 
This perspective was highlighted earlier by Madsen et al. (2000) and it was obvious that the 
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externalization of certain operations in the organization led the firms to decrease transaction 
costs compared to employing their own sales personnel which in turn improved organization‟s 
efficiency (Williamson 1981). 
 
The final theme, networking, stood out consistently in every interview may perhaps be the 
most deciding factor in dictating sales organization efficiency and effectiveness. This was 
expected as the importance of managers‟ and firms‟ networks to successful 
internationalization was highlighted by several researchers (Madsen and Servais 1997; 
Gabrielsson and Kirpalani 2004). However, the effects of the networks on firm‟s performance 
were surprise.  The extent and quality of the firm‟s or entrepreneur‟s networks were the 
qualities that largely steered firm‟s internationalization process and subsequent sales 
performance in foreign markets.  
 
In case Midas, for example, the entrepreneur used his networks to contact partners, local 
agents and customers to quickly build up a functioning network that facilitated firm‟s 
internationalization and sales organization formation in foreign markets. Reliable local 
partners were found rapidly, thus reducing costs of employing or searching a compatible 
partnership, initial customers in the firm‟s domestic market were found via networks 
providing the vital cash flow at the start. More importantly, Midas also invested in network of 
networks i.e. networking with partners that also had extensive, quality networks. The 
accumulation and union of these networks extended from partners to customers and helped 
arranging firm‟s organizational matters as well as contacting potential customers.  
 
The lack of networks was clearly seen in case Ulysses where the firm not only was not able to 
form an efficient sales network in foreign markets but also had to constantly battle against the 
liabilities of foreignness, newness and smallness highlighted by Stinchcombe (1965). Thus, its 
sales organization could not effectively reach its customers and suffered defeats to local and 
bigger competitors although the product they offered was superior. The two other firms with 
larger networks, especially Midas, were able to better alleviate these effects and so also 
perform better in foreign markets. These networks also highlighted the trustworthiness aspect 
found in service firms, which concentrate on building a sustainable and reactive relationship 
with the networks and firm‟s customers. They also emphasized the view of building a picture 
of customer behavior through different channels in order to achieve competitive advantage in 
foreign markets. (Parvinen et al. 2013.) 
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4.5. Proposed Model for Depicting International Born Global Sales Organization 
 
In summary it can be said that having a superior product is never enough for a firm to 
succeed. Although it is true that innovative products and services are needed to fill a market 
niche, the ultimate goal is to provide value for the customer. This is the first step towards 
building a profitable business. (Madsen and Servais 1997; Karagozoglu and Lindell 1998; Yip 
2000; Jones and Coviello 2005.) Sales organization, in order to be both efficient in costs and 
effective in reaching out to customers, needs to have backup that is constructed from several 
different aspects all closely linked to each other. 
In the case of Born Global firms, which were the subject of my research, international sales 
organization effectiveness and efficiency are even more important. These firms which 
internationalize at inception have to operate in foreign markets with scarce resources and 
battle against prejudices (liabilities of newness, smallness and foreignness) while at the same 
time trying to establish a steady cash flow that keeps their business alive. 
 
During my research I came to the conclusion that these Born Global firms operate on 
distinctively different principles than any other firm I have ever seen. Thus, trying to depict 
their sales organization structure with older models would not be appropriate. Therefore, I 
have created a new model which takes into account the findings of this study while also 
depicting their closely linked interrelations. I have decided to call this model the ONE model 
of Born Global sales organization. 
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Figure 13: ONE Model of Born Global International Sales Organization by Simo Kekäläinen 
(2014) 
 
 
The name ONE comes from the three findings in my study which played a key role in the 
creation of Born Global sales organization effectiveness and efficiency. It also reflects the 
way and attitude how these three components are closely interlinked by aptly depicting the 
need for a new model for this new breed of firms and their sales organizations. 
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The bottom part, the letter O, which in the picture is depicted as the founding stone of the 
model, stands for organization. In particular, it represents the organizational resources which 
the Born Global sales organizations in my study found essential while operating in foreign 
markets. These resources, such as flexibility and rapidness which are derived from low-
hierarchy, communication and cooperation, support the foundation of international sales 
organization and allow it to adapt and react to rapid events of the fiercely competent foreign 
markets. These invaluable and socially complex intangible organizational resources together 
with the innovative product or service are the building blocks of international Born Global 
sales organization. They are creating sustainable competitive advantage for the firm by 
improving organization‟s effectiveness and offering superior value to the firm‟s customers. 
Low organizational hierarchy, which was highlighted by several researchers (Oviatt and 
McDougall 1994; Barkema and Vermeulen 1998; Autio et al. 2000), creates more freedom in 
decision-making and facilitates communicating and reacting both at firm level and 
interpersonal relationships. The international background or experience possessed by the 
management is a factor that can facilitate the creation of these attributes in the organization 
from the beginning. This is vital for the sales of organizations that operate globally in rapidly 
developing industries. If there are barriers in the communication between firm‟s sales force, 
management and R&D, the firm will not be able to react to threats posed by the environment 
or the competitors. In addition, the initial decisions aimed at creating an efficient and effective 
sales organization will be hindered. Eventually, the failure to react to challenges will lead to 
serious problems and an early, unprofitable exit from the markets. If the organization itself is 
not based on healthy principles the other two factors, networking and externalization, will 
also suffer. Letter O thus stands for organizational resources which yield effectiveness 
(depicted at the bottom of component O) and the arrow that leads to the next letter depicts the 
interrelationship and effects of the first component to the next. 
 
The letter N stands for networks, which are vital factors deciding how effective and efficient 
international Born Global sales organization will be. The networks, which are initially 
composed from the founder‟s and entrepreneur‟s contacts, will be used to attract attention and 
effectively reach out to contacting potential customers in the markets where firms are 
operating in. These networks will improve sales organization‟s effectiveness and efficiency. 
Firstly, the networks should be constructed in a way that they will provide the firm with 
valuable contacts who are able to facilitate setting up the arrangements of an international 
sales organization. Therefore the firm will be able to penetrate foreign markets more easily in 
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the rapid internationalization context and avoid culturally-related obstacles such as 
differences in language, business practices and legal systems. Johanson and Vahlne (1977) 
highlighted this psychic distance as one of the biggest challenges facing firm from another 
culture than the target market. In addition to the local market knowledge these contacts 
provide, the networks also help Born Global sales organizations to overcome the liabilities of 
newness, smallness and foreignness. This is done via relationship building with customers, 
partners and other parties in the market – a factor that was highlighted as a high priority for 
sales organizations by Laforge et al. (2009). The networks build firm‟s image and brand in the 
market thus helping to create superior value the firm has to offer to its customers. Market 
knowledge also helps reducing outer factors such as liabilities of newness, smallness and 
foreignness not related to firm‟s product and thus equalizing the competitive environment. 
These factors contribute to the firm‟s overall sales organization effectiveness and may 
eventually lead, as Gabrielsson and Kirpalani (2004) suggested, to deeper partnership 
contracts with larger firms. Secondly, these invaluable contacts and local market knowledge, 
as stated, help firm to organize and operate its sales functions in foreign environments much 
more efficiently, thus reducing unexpected transaction costs (compared to the model of firm 
employing its own sales personnel in foreign markets) highlighted by Williamson (1981) that 
are born while conducting business. This will contribute to firm‟s overall profitability. Thus, 
the network component yields effectiveness and efficiency.  The ways how these networks 
should be used by resource scarce Born Global firms to improve their efficiency will be 
discussed in the last section of the ONE model to which the arrow shows the interrelationship 
and effects. 
 
The letter E which can be directly derived from networks stands for externalization. While 
operating in unfamiliar and often culturally diverse foreign markets, a Born Global sales 
organization cannot afford to commit to resource intensive investment, as suggested by 
Madsen et al. (2000), and thus, it has to find a way to operate efficiently in the foreign 
markets in order to keep the transaction costs created from its operations bearable. Therefore 
for Born Global sales organization, externalization of the sales actions to local operators in 
the foreign markets is essential in order to gain competitive advantage against local 
competitors. This is essential, especially for starting Born Global firms who have to face 
challenges posed by their resource scarcity. When the firm does not possess or is not able to 
recognize its expertise in a certain foreign markets, the decision to internalize and employ 
firm‟s own sales personnel to the target foreign market may prove fatal since the costs derived 
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from this decision rapidly grown. Thus, the firm should externalize its sales functions to a 
local partner in order to maximize the ratio between their costs and revenues at the beginning.  
Networks play a key role in finding and contacting a suitable local partner that can enter in a 
joint venture, agent structure or partnership. It is up to the firm to negotiate a deal that is 
suitable for their purpose. However, the local partnership model clearly reduces costs 
compared to the firms employing their own sales personnel in these foreign markets. In 
addition, as discussed earlier, externalization adds effectiveness into the Born Global sales 
organization. Local actors who understand the customs and culture of the target market are 
more likely to succeed in reaching out to customers, creating value for them and retaining the 
valuable relationship than foreign sales force.  
 
Finally, the circular form of the ONE Model depicts how these three components are 
interrelated. Continuing the policy of drawing inspiration and examples from ancient 
mythology I have based the model‟s shape on the famous ancient symbol depicting a serpent 
eating its own tail - the Ouroboros which symbolizes cyclicality and constant recreation.  The 
reason why I decided to choose the shape of the Ouroboros as my model was the fact that 
these components are in constant interaction with each other. Whenever a Born Global firm 
starts to plan an expansion to foreign markets, they have to start building the sales 
organization from scratch for those particular markets. This process often starts from 
organizational aspects that dictate how the firm‟s decision making processes are conducted. If 
a firm has values of rapidness and flexibility (derived from several factors such as manager‟s 
international experience, innovativeness etc.) embedded in its operations it can also rapidly 
start to acquire networks that will help the globalization of the organization. It will eventually 
lead to externalization processes that are the cause of these two factors. The process will be 
started again when new situations and markets demand it. However, if the process of 
recreation fails, the link between the three components will break and lead to a situation, 
where the interrelations between these components are lost. An example can be taken from 
two of the cases in this research (Ulysses and Phoenix) which show that even one of the 
components missing will eventually affect sales organization performance in the case of Born 
Global firms by deteriorating the overall profitability significantly. Thus case Midas, which 
was the only firm clearly following the model, displayed signs of successful market entries 
via externalization, networking and sales organization effectiveness and efficiency. 
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When evaluating the model, it can be said that the components clearly show that international 
Born Global sales organizations are managed and organized according to the service-centered 
logic highlighted by Vargo and Lusch (2004). The balance between their revolutionizing 
product and the market and customer- oriented focus which were built on strong relationship 
management principles (Laforge et al. 2009) are aimed at providing superior value to their 
customers by recognizing both their needs and also the firm resources and capabilities that 
can be used to deliver this strategy. Thus it can be argued that international Born Global sales 
organizations are extremely aware of the environment they are operating in but also their firm 
resources whether they are limitations or possibilities.  
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
5.1. Summary of the research 
 
I started my journey with a goal to research Born Global firms that had captivated my interest 
since I first came in contact with them when I was writing my Bachelor‟s thesis. However, the 
specific research question was coined much later after carefully inspecting the possibilities the 
Born Global research literature provided. Although Born Global firms had been researched 
from a wide range of different perspectives I still felt that I did not know how they actually 
managed to overcome such odds that were placed against them time after time. This was the 
moment I realized that I wanted to inspect more closely how their international sales 
organization functioned effectively and efficiently since it is “body” that dictated whether 
these firms were successful. 
I knew that my study would need a qualitative manner of approach and I decided carry it out 
in a narrative way. I have always loved stories and I wanted to make this thesis an experience 
where I could use my imagination and storytelling methods to convey a message to the reader. 
However, my journey was not just full of ups but also countless downs. Finding the firms, 
carrying out research plans and analyzing the material I obtained required countless of hours 
of work and many times I have felt like giving up. After all, I always drew energy from the 
benefits and possibilities this thesis would offer me when completed. 
 
5.2. Significant results and implications 
 
The most important part of my research was the model I created. The ONE model of Born 
Global international sales organization depicted three components (organization, networks 
and externalization) and their interrelations, which largely dictated how the international Born 
Global sales organization is organized and managed. These three components were constantly 
appearing in the interviews I conducted and I managed to pinpoint them and their sub 
dimensions from the research material. 
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The case Born Global firms and their sales organizations displayed characteristics that have 
been extensively covered by earlier research literature. They were operating in high-
technology industries and internationalized quickly after their inception (Gabrielsson & 
Kirpalani 2004). They were addressing the same challenges, such as escalating customer 
expectations and how to deliver superior customer value, as their competitors in highly 
competitive environments (LaForge et al. 2009). However, despite the similarities in 
environments and challenges, these international sales organizations were organized and 
managed in a very distinctive manner. For example, low organizational hierarchy and 
extensive communication, which was highlighted by several researchers (Oviatt and 
McDougall 1994; Barkema and Vermeulen 1998; Autio et al. 2000) was present in all of the 
firms expect one which eventually took measures leading to it. The research also showed that 
in the Born Global context international sales organizations clearly benefitted from using less-
resource intensive options (partnership model).  Madsen et al. (2000) had emphasized this 
view in Born Global firms. Externalization decision was a key driver behind creating 
efficiency and effectiveness in these international sales organizations by reducing unnecessary 
costs and improving firm market and customer knowledge 
In addition it can be argued that the networks and organizational factors in these international 
Born Global sales organizations represent their intangible, non-imitable assets that lead them 
to gain competitive advantage over their rivals. However, the union of these three components 
in the ONE Model of international sales organization I proposed supports the view that the 
competitive advantage in these international sales organizations yielded from their service 
dominant focus. In addition, to recognizing their own strengths and weaknesses firms actively 
sought to engage in producing superior value to their customer by investing heavily in 
relationship management via networks while also identifying firm‟s internal and external 
resources. This mindset which should be based on the components of the ONE Model helps 
firms to reach out to customers effectively and efficiently thus bringing in steady cash flow 
(e.g. Wernerfelt 1984; Teece 1987; Itami 1987;Vargo and Lusch 2004; Crook et al. 2008; 
Laforge at al. 2009).  
 
The ONE Model has not only captured factors that are the founding bricks of efficient and 
effective international Born Global sales organization but also the interrelationships which 
hold these three components together. Understanding that the components could not survive 
on their own is the key finding of my research and creates an equilibrium which will allow 
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observing these firm from completely different perspectives. Current and future entrepreneurs 
will be able use this model as a part of their decision making processes when organizing and 
managing their very own international sales organizations. The model provides an outlook 
which can be used to determine and recognizing the most important areas in organizing and 
managing an international sales organization that have to be considered and aligned with 
firm‟s overall strategic goals and customer needs in order to yield superior performance and 
value (Laforge et al. 2009). 
 
 
5.3. Evaluation, future research implication and practical advice 
 
If I evaluated my research from just one critical perspective, I would need to answer whether 
or not I have provided an answer to my original research question: “How to organize sales 
organization to be efficient and effective”. The model and the descriptions of the firms that I 
have provided in my thesis certainly answer the question.  I believe that my model and the 
rich descriptions combined with the evidence of the components and the firms adds more 
knowledge about the behavior, decisions and strategic components of international Born 
Global sales organization into the field of innovation and sales management. I have provided 
a model and accounts to depict and facilitate the understanding of how Born Global sales 
organization operates but also provided views that should applied to managing and organizing 
international sales organizations more generally. 
Although I am proud of the results I have to offer through my study I understand that the 
extent and restraints set by the scale of master‟s thesis research have affected my study. I 
could have conducted a study on a much wider scale and research how certain perspectives 
such as sales force motivation or control would affect my model. Thus, in the future the 
phenomenon must be researched on a wider scale and including information about specific 
actions and strategies that can also affect the sales organization performance. In addition, 
defining international sales organization and which sub dimensions to include in the study 
was complicated because of the many perspectives that were presented in earlier literature. 
Thus, the definition in this study may appear too simplified to professional researchers. 
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As stated, the ONE Model I proposed is based on the results I have obtained from young 
international Born Global sales organizations. Therefore it would be essential to research 
older and more established Born Global sales organization which have already operated 
successfully for a longer period of time or non- Born Global sales organizations and see 
whether the principles and findings of my study could be applied to them. Should they still 
prefer externalizing their sales functions or are there other ways to internalize these functions 
in order to improve their performance? This would provide an evolutionary view to both Born 
Global firms and international sales organizations. In addition, it would also be interesting to 
know whether this Born Global international sales organization model could also work in 
multinational enterprises when expanding to foreign markets. Would it be for example 
possible to apply the ONE Model to a certain department of a firm that would act as a “firm 
within a firm” based on Born Global principles and thus, yield better results? 
I will be happy if these interviews and the model I have created provide help to firms who are 
in the same situation as the case firms in this thesis or to somebody who is contemplating of 
founding a firm in the future. There are so many things to remember and to do when working 
in foreign markets and the challenges entrepreneurs have to face are often discouraging. If my 
research helps to understand international sales better or encourages firms to continue and 
“not to yield” despite hardships, I will be honored. 
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